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Editor’s Note

W

elcome to the latest issue of S&P. The new
fall television season is upon us which
means this year’s Emmys are right around the
corner. I would like to personally congratulate all
the nominees this year and wish them the best
of luck in their respective categories. Be sure to
check out our Emmy Spotlight interviews online
at soundandpictureonline.com

In this issue of Sound & Picture, our cover story brings us to the set of
The Hunger Games with production sound mixer Mark Weingarten, CAS, as he
tells us how he led his crew to record on location in North Carolina. Besides
Mark sharing his production workflow, supervising sound editor Lon Bender,
MPSE, explains how his team transformed not only Mark’s production tracks,
but a library full of sound effects, music tracks and additionally recorded
elements into the show’s final 7.1 mix.
We also head over to the Warner Bros. lot for an interview with production
sound mixer Kevin Compayre for his work on Suburgatory. Don’t Trust the B---in Apartment 23’s production sound mixer Don Zenz talks about growing up in
Arizona, how he met Stephen Tibbo, and working on a show that leaves little
room for wiring.
In another interview, New York production sound mixer Joshua Anderson,
CAS, directs us behind the scenes of NBC’s Smash and explains to us the
intricate nature of working on a music-centered one hour drama.
This month in cinematography, DP Brad Lipson outlines his workflow on
Wilfred and talks about the production elements that changed over the past
two seasons.
For you visual effects fans out there, we tapped into New Zealand for
an astounding look at Spartacus: War of the Damned with Charlie McClellan,
who discusses how blood isn’t the only thing they create to bring this Starz
original series to life.
Once again, Charlie Wilborn is back as he shares set stories with his
Wilborn’s War Stories article. Besides our latest in tech products to read up on,
we also stopped by Denecke, talked to Chris Davies about his ENG work on
Discovery Channel’s Nerve Center, and went back to school with Travis Prater
who tells us what his audio life has been like since graduation.
A very special thanks goes out to everyone who is taking the time out to
share their experience with our readers. We greatly appreciate it. Any feedback, suggestions or if you’d like to contribute to the magazine or have an
article idea, please pass them along. Email us at editor@soundandpictureonline.com. For daily news and updates you won’t find in our published version,
visit our website, soundandpicturonline.com, for all the latest.

John Coffey, CAS
Editor in Chief
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EXPERIENCE MORE .: FOCUS :.

Audio-Technica’s new shotgun microphones, the BP4071L, BP4071 and BP4073, offer extremely focused pickup
throughout the entire frequency range. These innovative mics are ideal for creating high-quality audio for broadcast,
feature films, wildlife recording and theater sound reinforcement. Whatever your audio demands, experience more.
audio-technica.com
BP4071L (21"), BP4071 (15"), BP4073 (9")

• Designed for critical pickup in broadcasting,
film / TV production and theater sound
reinforcement applications
• Interference tube design for narrow
acceptance angle

• Direct-coupled, balanced output ensures a clean
signal even in high-output conditions
• Switchable high-pass filter and 10 dB pad
• Rugged housing made of lightweight structuralgrade aluminum alloy

Suburgatoy
A Kevin Compayre, CAS mix.
by Daron James

When I first talked to Kevin Compayre about interviewing him for
his Suburgatory workflow, I have to admit, my hidden agenda of possibly
meeting Jane Levy stirred in the back of my mind.
Ever since I stumbled upon her
playing the character, Mandy Milkovich , on Shameless, I knew her subtle
talents would eventually land her a
leading role. Sure enough, creator Emily Kapnek’s pilot gets picked up and
the character, Tessa Altman, played by
Levy becomes part of ABC’s comedy
lineup with The Middle and Modern
Family.
The show is a fish-out-of-water story where a single father, George Altman
(Jeremy Sisto), jumps to the conclusion
that his daughter, Tessa, is sexually active when he finds condoms in her pos-
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session and moves them from the big
city of Manhattan to the suburbs. Now
living in a polished, somewhat plastic
cul-de-sac, Tessa has trouble fitting
into her new digs and is at odds with
suburban socialite and classmate Dalia
Royce (Carly Chaikin). Picked up for a
second season, Suburgatory shoots on
the Warner Bros. lot where Kevin invited me down to talk shop, triathlons
and how difficult suburban life actually
can be.
Sitting outside, nestled next to a
camera truck to protect himself from
the afternoon sunrays on French Street,

Kevin’s deep into a scene, riding the
rails of his Cooper 208 mixer. The LED’s
of his dual Sound Devices 788T recording system tips to orange as Jeremy
Sisto spews the day’s dialogue into the
boom’d Sennheiser MKH 50 handled by
veteran, Tony “Mac” McCovy. The voice
of director, Ken Whittingham, eventually bellows a confident cut as the crew
sets the camera up for further coverage.
Jotting down a few production
notes, Kevin pulls off his Sony 7506
headphones and gives a handshake any
human resource rep would get excited
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Boom op Tony “Mac” McCovy captures the dialogue between Dalia (Carly Chaikin) and Tessa (Jane Levy)

about, but these typewriter friendly
dainties are in a bit of pain. My first
thought is to stop being a weak little
boy, but giving Kevin a quick glance
over, this guy is huge. He’s like the Ed
Hochuli of sound mixers. If you don’t
know who Ed Hochuli is, he’s the Hercules of NFL referees. If you don’t know
who Hercules is, read a bit of Greek
mythology or if you’re lazy, cheat by
renting Hercules: The Legendary Journeys with Kevin Sorbo, and then, you’ll
get the reference.
After the tingling in my right hand
settles, I learn Compayre’s grip stems
from his ten years of triathlon training. And he’s no slouch. He won his age
group in the recent Hermosa Beach triathlon. He’s so serious about it, when
he was working on The Unit, he got
half the show training. “The crew on
that show was great. We raised a lot of
money for charity in a way I’ve never
seen another crew do before. It was
awesome,” exudes Compayre.
Kevin started out like many other
sound mixers working his way up from
utility. The main boom on Suburgatory,
Tony McCovy, Kevin met while working as a utility on Jag with mixer Sean
Rush. He worked on six seasons of
that show, moving to boom on the last
two. “I think it’s important to come up

Sound mixer Kevin Compayre tracks his mix on the Warner Bros. backlot

through the ranks. But if a mixer just
starts mixing, it’s all good. Working a
boom for a while, I learned a lot of set
dialogue, especially grip-talk, which
helps a lot if you ever need help from
them down the line,” adds Compayre.
Alongside Kevin and Tony is utility and second boom, Josh Mantlo, a Valenica, California native who is working
with them for the first time. Josh is a

plumber turned sound technician. “My
dad used to be a sound mixer, so growing up, I gravitated away from what he
did as I felt I needed to do something
else,” explains Mantlo. “I wish I realized my mistake earlier. I love this job.
I love being on set. It’s so much better
than dealing with shit. Literally.”
Though a single-camera sitcom,
season two’s DP, Tod Dos Reis, has
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Sennheiser MKH 50s help double boom a scene between Dalia (Carly Chaikin), George (Jeremy Sisto) & Dallas (Cheryl Hines)

picked up where DP Anthony Palmieri,
ASC, from season one left off by using
a digital workflow shooting with multiple Arri Alexa cameras which keeps
the sound crew on their toes. “We’re up
against two cameras all the time. We’ll
go down to one from time to time if I
request something for sound, but it’s
a rare occasion,” says Compayre. “Anthony is really good with the camera
department and they all work together
well as a team.” The three man crew
tracked 22 episodes for season one and
are as fluid on set as if they were on
season nine.
Shooting between 5-8 pages a day,
the crew hunkers down in Stage 28.
They’ll spend a few days outside the
stage working around on the lot and a
day or two at locations somewhere in
Los Angeles. “It’s nice to get outside of
the stage, but I don’t mind boring either,” laughs Compayre. “I try not to let
sound issues stress me out. I can only
do the things I can. Just as long as everyone knows about it, we’re good.”
As the crew packs up from Warner’s French Street and moves over
to New York Street, where they will
be filming inside a small diner, Kevin
mentions to me the reason why he even
got interested in sound was because
of his roommate. “I used to be a disc
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Director Ken Whittingham discusses a scene with Carly Chaikin & Thomas McDonell

jockey when I was younger. I loved it.
I remember sitting at home and my
roommate at the time, who was a boom
op, asked me if I wanted to be a utility
on a non-union gig he was working on.
I said, sure why not. I immediately got
hooked in,” shares Compayre. “I worked
my days and ended up staying in the
trenches with mixer Todd Russell.”
Working on the Warner Bros. lot as
a sound mixer, you’re unable to work
on your own equipment as the lot pro-

vides gear as part of the package to the
show. It has its benefits, especially if
something breaks down, it’s immediately replaced, but Kevin doesn’t mind
so much about what gear he’s working
on, than that he is working. “I always
go by the drive in. I’ll ask myself how
do I feel riding into work? Mixing on
the Unit, there were concerns about
gunfire, what they would be wearing.
How I was going to wrestle with the
wires. It always had me concerned. On
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this show, during the drive, I wonder
how much I’m going to be laughing today,” explains Compayre.
Kevin’s cart is now peeled around
the corner from the diner’s entrance.
The lot’s RF coordinator pops by to
make sure everything is up and running before they even shoot a take. “It’s
a tight shop on the WB lot. RF interference is something I never have to
worry about. I’ve been pretty fortunate,” adds Compayre. Tony grabs his
wireless boom and we head in to watch
rehearsal. Inside, they are already set
up for a wide and tight. Jeremy Sisto’s
character sits inside a booth as he orders from a waitress. The crew laughs
as the quick-witted waitress stabs him
with a one-liner. While Palmieri adjusts the final touches to the light shining through the side window, it gives
Tony and Kevin a chance to discuss the
scene. With just a few words, a nod,
Kevin heads back to his cart to track the
single boom scene.
Working right to left on his Cooper 208, Kevin records the scene at
48K 24bit making the far right his mix
track. If he runs ISO’s, he’ll put them
on his boards going left to right. “It’s
kind of unorthodox the way most people do it, but for me, it’s comfortable.”
Kevin is fortunate enough to where he
is only running wires about 20% of the
time on the show. “There’s a location in
the hallway of a school that gets pretty
noisy with all the extra people walking
around. We’ll usually wire there and if
we’re in a tough location. Other than
that, we’re a boom show,” states Compayre. When they do go with radios,
they’ll run a combination of Lectrosonics SMV transmitters with Sanken COS11D lavaliers.
As the scene continues, Kevin
mixes a separate boom to track the
ambience that’s going on outside the
building. “Trey Cosica is our associate
producer. I try to give the post guys,
Jeff Perkins and Norval Curther, as
much as I can to work with,” explains
Compayre. “We’ll boom off camera or
plant mics here and there. Whatever we
can to make it a little easier on them.”
Between takes, Tony talks about
the challenges of the lighting and battling two cameras. “To me, it’s really
simple. It’s all about head room. If the
head room is favorable, they can go
wide and tight all day,” insists McCovy.
“We have a great DP and lighting guys
that are really experienced. Once I look

The Arri Alexa in action, recording the devilish looks of Noah (Alan Tudyk)

The Suburgatory production sound team - Tony McCovy, Josh Mantlo & Kevin Compayre

at the lighting, I can immediately tell if
there’s going to be a problem. If so, I’ll
check with the guys to see if they can
work it out, which they usually do.”
Josh is like a ninja on set. He’ll
come in and lay carpet, switch out microphones when needed, and deal with
Comtek requests. Talking with Kevin
about Josh, he says, “You don’t realize
how much you need that third guy till
he’s not there, and Josh, is top notch.”
When Josh steps in to pick up second
boom, Tony lets him figure it out on his
own then he’ll adjust where he may be
wrong. “It’s just a better way to learn,”
asserts McCovy.
The crew is more than halfway
through their normal twelve hour day
and Kevin checks his backup hard drive
for his 788T. He mentions that though it
is an easier show, he doesn’t want to be

a pest with his request. “There is a time
and a place for it. If you know you’re
going to be able to get it in coverage,
it’s best not to be in their ears about it
during the wider shots,” grins Compayre. “We have a fantastic crew and I’ve
been very fortunate to be working on
this show.”
One of the more gratifying things
about the show for Kevin is that he is
lucky enough to work locally so he can
go home and be with his family at night.
He has an eight and eleven year old and
a wife he’s known for fifteen years. “You
need all the support you can get when
you turn off the machines for the day,
and my wife has stood there with me
every step of the way. She’s been truly
great,” admits Compayre.
You can watch an all new season of
Suburgatory this fall on ABC.
S&P
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Smash

Joshua Anderson, CAS,
tracks this music theatre hit.

Boom op Gregg Harris, mixer Joshua Anderson, CAS, utility Terence McCormack Maitland & Jason Stasiuml - playback

Created by Theresa Rebeck, NBC’s Smash infuses the heart of musical theater
with intimate storylines that celebrate the beauty and backstabbing of Broadway musicals. The series centers around the successful songwriting duo of Tom Levitt (Christian
Borle) and Julia Houston (Debra Messing) as they create a musical based on the life of
Marilyn Monroe.
As the season unravels, the competition between Karen Cartwright
(Katharine McPhee) and Ivy Lynn (Megan Hilty) to see who will be cast as
Marilyn begins to boil. Eventually, Ivy
takes the lead for rehearsals and Karen
stays on as a member of the chorus. But
wait, the plot stirs more drama. When
movie star, Rebecca Duvall (Uma Thurman) grabs interest in the project, Ivy’s
role as Marilyn is taken away. To add to
the intrigue, at the request of Rebecca,
Karen now becomes the understudy instead of Ivy. Still with me? Good. When
the curtain on the preview of the now
titled Marilyn musical, Bombshell, finally lifts, it suffers poor reviews, and
Rebecca has second thoughts about her
decision to be part of the project.
The series finale leaves the audi-

ence with no lead, a poisoned Rebecca
Duvall, and Tom and Julia scrambling
to rewrite their musical. To say the
least, the show has layers. It also does
something no other show has done before - bring Broadway to the little big
screen. Picked up for a second season,
now executive produced by Josh Safran
with an initial 13 episode order, production sound mixer, Joshua Anderson,
CAS, is tasked with recording some of
the trickiest dialogue in television.
Josh was born in Philadelphia and
raised in Minneapolis. If you’ve never
been to Minneapolis, you’ll be pleasantly surprised by how prevalent arts
and culture bind the city streets of
the small, mill city. Growing up, they
influenced Josh as well, going from a
childhood of following his father’s in-

terests in music and arts by playing
his dad’s old trumpet and the cello in
school bands, to applying to NYU’s
film program in 1997. “Our high school
had several different areas of study to
choose from. I remember asking my
mom what she thought I should go into
since I loved watching movies and I felt
like I wanted to play a part in creating
them. She told me to choose the liberal
arts program, to get a solid education,
and looking back, I couldn’t be happier
with her advice,” says Anderson.
At NYU, it wasn’t until Josh took a
production audio course taught by Chat
Gunter that he began to gravitate towards sound. “His class was so interesting. In the other classes I was taking,
we would watch the same clips from the
same movies and discuss them. It was
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(l-r) Frank Houston (Brian d’Arcy James), Ellis (Jaime Cepero), Tom Levitt (Christian Borle), Ivy Lynn (Megan Hilty), Dev Sundaram (Raza Jaffrey),
Karen Cartwright (Katharine McPhee), Julia Houston (Debra Messing), Derek Wills (Jack Davenport) & Eileen Rand (Anjelica Huston)

a bit mundane,” says Anderson. “Chat
would give us script pages from random movies and set up various types
of blocking. He would challenge us. He
would ask us to take microphones and
show him how we would mic the scene.
It was a practical learning experience.
I thought to myself, this was cool. This
was something I could do.”
Another push to Josh’s eventual
sound career was the simple idea that
people “didn’t do sound” in film school.
They wanted to write, direct or do camera work. “I felt like I wanted to direct
at the beginning of college, but once I
started doing sound for a few student
projects, I ended up being the sound
guy for everyone else,” says Anderson.
In 2001, Josh graduated and stayed
in New York. He worked as a waiter to
pay his bills while at the same time he
mixed non-union independent films.
“My first job out of college was this
short film for three weeks,” says Anderson. “It was really strange, because it
ended up being a 55 minute film. So it
wasn’t a full feature nor was it a short.
I even added a special section for it on
my resume called long form.”
Over the next three years, moving
from project to project while also working at the restaurant, Josh would take
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any money he made doing sound work
and use it to build up his package. “I’m
still not sure my plan of spending future money on equipment was always
the best idea, but each time I got a job,
I’d calculate the numbers. If I was going to make a certain amount of money
when the film was over, I would spend
that amount on equipment prior to
shooting,” says Anderson.
Though Josh focused solely on
mixing from the start, he boomed for
two weeks for Larry Hoff. “I didn’t know
much about booming, but my time
with Larry was really educational. We
stayed in a hotel in Upstate New York
and would drive to set together. Each
morning, I would ask him all of these
different questions about what gear to
buy. What’s the best mic to get? But
Larry is an old school guy and would
say things like, ‘you should learn how
to make adapters.’ He taught me how to
solder and showed me the fundamentals. He shared a wealth of experience
with me in a short amount of time and
it was fantastic,” says Anderson.
When 9/11 hit, the film industry
dropped a bit and Josh lost the little
headway he had in the industry. He decided to go back and work on films for
NYU students again. While working on

a project, he met his future wife, Gabriella. “It’s kind of small world stuff.
She hired me to mix her thesis film, but
afterwards we lost track of each other.
Through some mutual friends, we ended up getting back in touch seven years
later, and now, we’re happily married,”
says Anderson. In ’04, Josh’s career
started picking up steam doing a lot of
indie movies that year. He eventually
was able to quit his restaurant job and
apply to join Local 52 in ‘06. “I got so
tired of negotiating for things like overtime. What got really frustrating about
those negotiations was that I would say
to a production manager ‘It’s not just
me. You’re going to have problems getting your grips and electrics to do time
and a half after 14,’ but the PMs would
respond with ‘Oh, the DP thinks he can
find some guys who will do it.’”
Josh was lucky enough to get into
the local his first time applying and
landed utility jobs on shows like The
Knights of Prosperity and, later on, Law
& Order, with none other than Larry
Hoff. “Thankfully, Larry didn’t remember me as that kid who asked all the
questions,” laughs Anderson. He stayed
on Law & Order four seasons doing utility on 17 and 18. Larry left after season
18, but the newly hired mixer ended
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up also leaving halfway through that
following season. “At this point, I had
mixed a couple of tandem days, second
unit and had done one full episode of
television. The producers called me
during winter break with the referral from the leaving mixer saying he
told them to hire me for the rest of the
season. It was a big surprise. I showed
the producers my resume of the small
indie movies I had mixed before joining the union. I thought they would
be unimpressed, but they said they
liked that I had done all of these movies where you don’t have much time or
money – sort of like episodic television.
I stepped up and boom operator Alfredo
Viteri and I made it work. We finished
season 19 and also did season 20 before
they cancelled the show. We had a lot of
good times on that show. It was great
to work on a show that I had grown up
watching,” says Anderson.
When Josh got the call to possibly work on Smash, he didn’t know at
first the complexity of what he was
getting himself into. Josh and most of
the crew didn’t work on the pilot. “We
didn’t realize how complicated this
show would become,” says Anderson.
“What it turned out to be was a lot different than what any of us were expecting. We thought the actors would talk,
then sing a complete song and that we
would always play the music through
speakers. We found out that the show
was far from being that simple.”
The sound team of boom Gregg
Harris, utility Terence McCormack
Maitland and Jason Stasium, who does
playback, had their hands full from day
one. Scripts were riddled with scenes
with live singing, partial songs or prerecorded songs that abruptly stopped
or were interrupted with lines of dialogue only to be instantly picked back
up again. In order to break down the
episodes, Josh will identify each musical moment and make a chart for each
episode. The chart helps to organize
the basic structure of how each musical
moment fits into the scene diegetically
and what the equipment requirements
might be. Through discussions with the
music supervisors and music producers, Josh will get an idea if songs are to
be pre-recorded, recorded live or a hybrid of both. He’ll email the breakdown
to his crew, production managers, postproduction, the music department and
the assistant directors. Josh and Jason
will then figure out which of the two

Boom Gregg Harris captures dialogue while on location in New York

Derek Wills (Jack Davenport) gives Ivy (Megan Hilty) notes in the rehearsal room

possible camps the pre-recorded numbers will come from. “We have a great
music department on this show,” says
Anderson. “We have original music by
Marc Shaiman (composer) and Scott
Wittman (lyricist), and this season the
cover songs are handled by Jenn Ross
and Jojo Villanueva. So besides the fact
that we need to figure out if a song is
going to be pre-recorded or recorded
live, we also need to be aware of who is
responsible for getting us the song.”
To add to the layers of complexity, Josh and his team will also talk
with choreographer Joshua Bergasse to
see what’s happening behind the musical numbers. “I have to make sure a
lot of different people are getting what

they need from the presentation of the
music on set. Sometimes that involves
speakers, ear wigs, subwoofers or combinations of the three. Oh, and we’re
supposed to record dialogue too.” Josh
paints a typical scene in one of their
trickier locations, the mirror walled
rehearsal room. “The scene will have
someone like Megan singing and dancing with a small ensemble of dancers.
In the middle of the song and dance,
we’ll have a piece of dialogue, let’s say
Jack interrupts her. When we shoot the
coverage for Megan and the dancers,
we’ll play the song over speakers, stopping the music when Jack interrupts
her and allowing Megan to say her line
clean. But when we shoot Jack’s cover-
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Ivy (Megan Hilty) and a group of dancers practice a number from Bombshell

Rehearsals can quickly jump into a fantasy sequence
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age, he’s standing in front of these mirrors that also see Megan and the dancers in the reflection. For that shot, we’ll
start the music in the speakers, but then
drop it from the speakers right before
Jack’s line and only send it to Megan’s
earwig so she can continue to lip sync.
At the same time, we’ll keep a thumper
going for all the dancers to keep them
in rhythm. Jack will say his line – it’s
clean. We’ll cut the music from the earwig and speaker. Megan will stop singing. The dancers stop dancing. Megan
will say her line. It’s clean in the reflection. Then we will start up again and
play the music through the speakers,”
explains Anderson.
The team will also contend with
scenes where talking is part of the song.
“The talking parts are usually part of
the pre-record, but we will try to record
the talking live,” says Anderson. “It’s
tough sometimes on actors to lip sync
to something that is spoken or arrhythmic so we’ll try to record it to supply
post with another option besides the
pre-record.”
The luxury of having everything
pre-scripted doesn’t always go as
planned either. In one of the first episodes of season one, Megan Hilty’s
character, Ivy, is at a bar and her friends
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urge her up on stage to sing. The actors
portraying the jazz trio were, in reality,
accomplished musicians. The director
decided to begin the scene with the
jazz trio finishing a song. There wasn’t
a pre-record for that song, so the sound
team started plugging in mics to record
it live. “Luckily, the drummer took it
easy on us and didn’t blow us out,” says
Anderson. “We were able to get a pretty
good track.”
Another staple of the show is Tom
playing the piano while he and Julia
fine tune their Marilyn numbers. In
these scenes, Tom may play bits of a
song or just ‘noodle’ melodies while he
and Julia have dialogue. Because the
music is sort of the germ of the compositions and unstructured, the composer
Marc Shaiman will provide live music
for the actors. The challenge then is to
get clean dialogue and record the music in a manner that Marc and his Music Producer, Scott Reisett, can use later. “We’ll have Marc off set in another
room with a video monitor and a keyboard. He sends what he is playing to
our playback operator, Jason, via MIDI.
Jason will then send me the audio track
of the keyboard, and at the same time,
he’ll record the MIDI file. Jason will
also send a feed to an earwig for Christian Borle (Tom) so he can hear what
Marc is playing. I also feed Marc a prefade track of his piano coupled with a
mix of the scene to his headphones so
he can hear his own playing and what’s
happening on set. Marc will watch
Christian on his monitor and Christian
will hear Marc in his earwig. They will
play off of each other as Christian fakes
playing the keys on a muted piano. It
adds an authenticity to the show that
is a nice touch,” explains Anderson.
“Because of the amount of playback
on this show, I really depend on Jason. We’ll take a lot of our own cues
and timing in scenes for initiating and
stopping the music. The coordination
he has to do with the actors in terms of
where parts of songs begin and which
vocals or instrumentation is being sent
through which speaker or ear wig can
be immense. Combining that with the
occasional live singing and not having
the music step on dialogue gets challenging. I look at it this way: Typically,
our job is to record the dialogue and to
discourage any sounds that step on that
dialogue. But on a show with music, we
have, in our department, the person
who can single-handedly obliterate any
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Julia (Debra Messing) & Tom (Christian Borle) & work on fine tuning Marilyn’s musical numbers

Michael Swift (Will Chase) & Ivy (Megan Hilty) work on vocals with Tom (Christian Borle) & Julia (Debra Messing)

dialogue just by pushing the space bar
on his computer. The playback operator
is like having the nuclear option. We
have to be responsible with it.”
When Marc Shaiman plays live piano or when there is live singing, Josh
will record two mix tracks. “I’ll record
a mix for dailies, which is what we recorded on set, plus the music. I’ll also
record a mix for editorial, which is what
we recorded minus the music. This way
everyone is happy. If you watch the
dailies, you hear the music. If you’re in
editorial, you don’t hear the music married to the vocals,” says Anderson.
Josh uses the Sonosax SX-ST8
8-channel mixer with two Sound Devices 788Ts to record the 48K 24bit

23.97 tracks. “I tend to mix pretty hot.
I love the limiters on my Sonosax but I
try not to peak it too much. I do like to
stay real close to zero, and have my ISO
tracks coming in about 10-15db below
that,” says Anderson. “On this show, I
started to use the 12 / 24 level switch on
the board when we had two booms going with a very dynamic conversation.
Instead of jumping up from the fader
to the trim, I’ll use the 24db switch on
the fader.” Though most of the time
Josh will run 2-4 tracks, he has gone up
to 8. For these instances, he’ll submix.
“I can only record up to 8 tracks since
I send the exact same audio tracks to
both recorders. If we’re doing a livesinging music scene, I’m using up 4
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tracks just for 2 mixes, boom ISO and
music ISO. If I have to also wire more
than four actors, then I can’t give everyone their own ISO track. Thankfully,
Gregg is such a good boom operator, I
end up recording a lot of scenes with
just 2 tracks - mix and boom. Maybe 3,
if Terence is picking up off camera lines
or overlaps. Gregg also does the majority of the wiring on the talent. He’s got
a lot of tricks up his sleeves on how to
hide a mic and make it good sound. Besides being great with any last minute
changes, 2nd boom, a new wire on an
actor, or speaker placement, Terence
helps us to stay one step ahead in planning and organizing. I’m very fortunate to have the team I have. I depend
on them everyday and it shows in the
tracks we put down.”
Gregg Harris takes pride in the
booming he does on set, working with a
wireless Lectrosonics UM450 on a custom K-Tek pole and a Schoeps CMIT-5U
microphone. He’ll try his best to do it all
with one boom, but depending on what
they’re doing with B camera, Terence
will step in to pick up a stick if needed.
“Our DP David Mullen is very talented
and, for us, reasonable in the way he
lights. David’s lighting and framing always looks great, but lucky for us, he’s
also very accommodating with how he
utilizes the B camera. He doesn’t burn
us with too many wide and tights, but
often uses two more similarly sized
frames instead. This gives us a chance
to do the majority of the dialogue on
one or two booms. Of course, there are
days with the big musical numbers
where we contend with three cameras,
but those are typically non-dialogue
scenes so we can relax and listen to the
great music.” says Anderson.
Josh prefers a second boom over
radios, but when they do go wireless,
a combination of Lectrosonics SMQV
and SMV transmitters with Sanken
COS-11D and Countryman B6 lavaliers
are used. The actor’s prop microphones
also get to go hot sometimes. Josh will
use a Lectrosonics HH handheld transmitter or a cabled SM58. “Katharine
McPhee and Megan Hilty have beautiful voices, and the show allows them
to sing live a lot. We actually used the
HH on the very first day of the show.
We turned it on for her dialogue before
the song, but kept it recording while
she sang along with the pre-record. We
weren’t intending to get a clean vocal
of the song, but the isolation from the
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Boom op Gregg Harris waits while Ivy (Megan Hilty) gets a makeup touch up

Gregg extends his K-Tek boom pole in the rehearsal room

Mirrors can get a little tricky for the sound and camera team
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speakers was actually pretty remarkable,” says Anderson.
The team will also use Schoeps
CMC-6/MK41s for plant mics which
come in handy for some of the locations. They have a stage in Greenpoint,
Brooklyn and another not too far in
Long Island City, Queens. Season one
also had the crew run around in Times
Square, which Josh says was completely crazy. But most of their sixty-hour
weeks consist of three stage days to
one location day.
The rehearsal room proves to be
the bane of the show. It is built on top
of a 24-hour plastic bag factory so the
team constantly battles noise. In addition to that clamor, the room itself
is lined with a wall of mirrors on one
side, while and the ceiling is connected
to the outside world, so they hear the
rain pouring down and the exhaust fans
roaring from the factory. The surface of
the floor is a hard wood, sprung dance
floor to protect the dancer’s knees and
there’s no furniture in the room so the
sound bounces all around the walls.
“It’s one of the more difficult places we
shoot. Those are days I really depend
on my guys. A lot of the scenes in the
rehearsal room have music so I spend a

lot of time coordinating with Jason, the
director, the actors and the ADs. I rely
on Gregg to be the point person for the
department in terms of doing what a
sound department normally does: facilitate the recording of the dialogue. Between the carpets, the cable rerouting
and the Comtek coordination, I think
Terence must clone himself on those
days because he ends up needing to be
everywhere at once,” says Anderson.
“If we have three or four days in a row
there, it can really wear us out.” To add
to the intricacy of a troubling location,
directors, like Michael Morris, love to
use the show’s steadicam operator, Jeff
Muhlstock, for long tracking and 360
steadicam shots. “It’s challenging. We
have to make sure we hide a lot of stuff
from being seen in the reflections of
the mirrors. But Jeff Muhlstock does
wonderful work in that room, and he
and David Mullen are really helpful,”
says Anderson.
Depending on the director, the
team will get 3-4 takes per shot, but
Josh isn’t afraid to ask the director if
they could get one more for sound. “I
don’t do it all the time, I try to be judicial with my requests. Instead, I try to
deduce what parts of the coverage are

important for which parts of the scene.
Getting another take for sound doesn’t
guarantee that the director will use that
take for the line that is problematic. I’d
rather get another shot at a line when I
know it’s the shot for that line. I try to
take the coverage and editing into consideration,” says Anderson.
Some of the more visually satisfying sequences from the show come
when they smash cut from the rehearsal into the fantasy part and then back to
the rehearsal. “Those days are intense,”
admits Anderson. “We can jump from
dialogue to dancing and lip syncing
and back again. Every director is different in how he sees it cutting together
so we have to get onto the same page
as the director as soon as possible.”
With the start of season two, creators look to bring even more musical
elements to the show, and Josh and his
crew are ready. “This show is an enjoyable challenge. Everyone works so well
together, and as one of our guest actors
remarked to us one day: this is probably the only set you’ll hear grips singing show tunes,” says Anderson.
You can catch an all new season of
Smash this fall on your local NBC network or online at nbc.com.
S&P
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Dont’ trust the B---- in
Apartment 23
Don Zenz tracks back to his roots and shares how
he ended up adding a little malice to his mix.
by Daron James
Created by Nahnatchka Khan, Apt 23 reminds me a bit
of Curb Your Enthusiasm as it doesn’t apologize for its
cut-throat humor. It’s sinful and painstakingly mean.
The pilot episode follows June (Dreama Walker) who
moves from the Midwest to Manhattan for her dream
job and a company apartment only to have it all
abruptly taken away from her.
Suddenly, she finds herself with no job and no
apartment. After touring a few sketchy sublets, June
lands a place with the uber-sexy yet conniving Chloe
(Krysten Ritter), an unfiltered con artist who intentionally drives roommates insane in order to collect
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their rent and watch them volunteer to move out days
later.
In order to rid June of the apartment, Chloe devises a plan whereby June walks in on her having sex
with June’s fiancé on top of June’s very own birthday
cake. Vindictive? Yes. But Chloe isn’t just a villain,
as she admits to June she wanted to prove he was
a cheater and she shouldn’t be marrying him. Pushing aside the dsyfunctionality of what happened, June
realizes Chloe isn’t all bitch and Chloe realizes June
can hold her own. The two opposites decide to remain
roomates and become unlikey friends one.
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Offscreen, John Hays works the boom inside Apt 23’s kitchen set with Chloe (Krysten Ritter) & June (Dreama Walker)

Now in its sophomore year, this on
the nose titled ABC comedy is scheduled with a 19 episode slate. Tapped
to record the dialogue is production
sound mixer Don Zenz, who’s been on
the show since the second episode.
Don gravitated towards filmmaking at the early age of ten years old.
His earliest memory as a child was
turning to the motion picture pages
in the Collier’s encyclopedias his parents owned. “I remember always going
to that article. There was this grainy,
black and white photo of a set in there,
and I thought to myself, I would like
to be there someday,” recalls Zenz. “It
took me a long time to get here – it’s
been a very long and windy road, but
I’m happy to be here.”
Don grew up in the Bay area, before
Silicon Valley became Silicon Valley.
His father was a hobbyist of electronics
and even built their first color TV. Don
was surrounded by tech-savvy people
growing up who influenced the technical skills he still carries today. After
living in California, his family moved
to Puerto Rico for a stint of two years
during Don’s high school times. “It was
a bit of a cultural shock for me. I ended
up going to this school that basically

Sound mixer Don Zenz mixing on location

was a college prep school which wasn’t
for me by any means,” notes Zenz.
He then landed in Tucson, Arizona
where he set up a pretty sophisticated
tech bench. His intentions were to fix
gear from nearby studios while at the
same time learn as much as he could
from sound. “Sound guys back then
made it seem like what they did was
dark magic. Every time they would
do something, like a live recording or
what not, I’d ask them how they did do

it, and they would tell me ‘I can’t say’,”
mentions Zenz.
Not getting much insight, Don,
with some partners, started a concert
sound company with a huge Ryder
truck full of sound equipment that
had to be removed from a condemned
warehouse in Champagne, IL. Though
the company still exists today, Don left
after four years to dive into the local IA
in Arizona. Being a mixed local, he did
several on set jobs including crafty and
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Director Michael Spiller discusses a scene with James Van Der Beek

June (Dreama Walker) has trouble keeping up with party girl Chloe & ends up getting alcohol poisoning
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carpentry.
One of his first breaks came in
1989, while he was gripping on a TV
show called Young Riders. The show’s
first season held the sound department
to a two person team. At the time, sound
mixer Susan Moore-Chong told producers if the show got picked up, she would
need a third. Don stepped in to fill those
shoes when it did. “Susan taught me a
whole lot on that show. I will be ever
grateful for that,” says Zenz. Young Riders only lasted for three years in Arizona, but Don ended up marrying the
2nd AD on the show and moved to Los
Angeles with her in 1992.He jumped on
a few shows like Civil Wars and NYPD
Blue as a third between mixing no budget films till 1994.
Don left LA for a while and went
down to San Diego to boom the show
High Tide. After a few episodes, the producers wanted to change sound mixers. Don thought this was going to be
his first crack at mixing a series. Following a short conversation with the
producers, he found they had already
hired someone else. “All I could say to
them was, ‘why didn’t you hire me?’”
admits Zenz. “I remember them saying,
‘We didn’t think of that.’” At first, Don
wasn’t too keen on the idea and when
the newly hired mixer, Stephen Tibbo,
called, Don admits to an uncharacteristically hostile conversation. A quick
apology from Don the next day settled
matters, and the two-tandem team put
out their best work for the non union
gig.
To this day, Don and Stephen are
good friends, exchanging jobs and talking gear. “I would say we are each other’s
first referrals when we can’t take a job,
although, I come out pretty well since
Steve is always busy and in demand,”
says Zenz. Don landed a few gigs that
way including his mixing days on The
O.C. When Apt 23 was picked up, which
Stephen did the pilot for and couldn’t
continue because of his commitment to
Modern Family, he referred producers
to Don, who has been enjoying working
on the show ever since.
Shot on the 20th Century Fox lot
in Century City, CA, Don goes to dialogue battle with a complete 24 bit
non-linear digital production recording system. His cart is equipped with
a Cooper 208D mixer, Zaxcom Deva V
and Sound Devices 702T that records a
mix track backup. Like many other productions, going green has become an
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intricate part of on set life. For his daily
sound reports, Don utilizes the Sound
Report Writer application and instead
of burning to DVD-RAM, the tracks are
now transferred to compact flash media
which are then copied over to the same
hard drive that carries the picture files.
Working alongside Don is boom
operator John Hays and utility Danny
Greenwald, who helps second boom
as well. Most episodes shoot in 5 days
and the crew usually puts in about 8-10
hours on most days. Rehearsals are key
for the crew as they will watch the scene
to establish the best plan of action. “We
look at it as a collaborative process and
figure out what is the right approach,
but I give John the set,” says Zenz. The
crew works with Zaxcom’s TRX900LA
transmitters with Denecke PS-1 power
supplies for wireless boom and Schoeps CMIT-5U and Sennheiser MKH 50s
for their choice of microphones.
“Wiring can be a bit difficult at times
on this show,” admits Zenz. “Krysten’s
wardrobe can be pretty tight and revealing. We’ll ask her to do a walk by
to see if we can get a wire on her. Most
of the time we can’t without it showing. Thankfully, the CMIT-5U can really pull out the dialogue during those
tougher scenes. Krysten even wrote me
a note at the end of the first season saying sorry for all the skimpy wardrobe.”
To help maneuver around the wiring and opposing camera angles of the
Arri Alexas on set, Don requested green
beds be built for the shows mainstay
sets. “In the beginning, it was a real
struggle for our boom guys. They had
no place to go,” explains Zenz. “When
we got confirmation that the show was
going, I talked to the producer to see if
they could put them in place, and they
did. They’ve made our battles so much
more approachable.”
The crew works quickly on set as
they move to the next scene, setting up
their next wide and tight, adjusting the
lighting. Grips do not even take the time
to pull out walls. Danny double checks
to see if there are any boom reflections
stemming from Chloe’s opened apartment windows before the crew rolls
on bell. There aren’t. Don pinches back
his cans and rolls sound. As the slate
drops and the director spouts the actors
their cue, Don shuttles the faders of his
Cooper during his 48K 29.97 non drop
frame mix.
Don has pushed up to 8 tracks for
Apt 23, working left to right on his board
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Inside the coffee shop set with Mark (Eric André) & June (Dreama Walker)

with boom one and two followed by the
ISOs and playback. The crew also likes
to plant Sanken CUB-01 mics when they
can and for radios, Lectrosonics SMa
transmitters with Sanken COS-11D or
Countryman B6 lavaliers are brought
into play. Some of the more challenging days are when the crew is off on
location. They’ve been to area clubs,
subway stations in North Hollywood
and even the Roosevelt Hotel. “We get
around,” laughs Zenz. “With locations,
we do the best we can, and I would say
we’re successful 99% of the time.”
One of the reasons for Don’s success during location work is that he
will look at the signal to noise ratio on
the recording. That will be his reference point for getting usable material.
“I’m looking for at least 20db. If the
background noise fits the space we’re
working in, that helps sell the reality,”
says Zenz. “If the AC isn’t really bad, I
won’t even turn it off. Turning off the
AC can turn the crew against you pretty
fast. I break a lot of rules some mixers
think are really sacred. But we do very
little ADR on this show and everyone
seems really happy.”
Even after 20 plus years working
in sound, Don’s still picking up new
tricks. Apt 23 isn’t any different. There
will be scenes where June Skype’s with
her parents. With a live video chat link
between sets, the crew will go ahead
and record the chat live. Don gives
each of the characters earwigs so they
can hear each other’s mostly ad-libbed
lines. They will then mute the computer’s speakers and in order to time
the audio delay accurately, Don calcu-

lates the frame rate by using a pair of
smart slates. By taking a photo of the
slate by the on camera computer and
another by the off camera computer, he
was able to dial in the digital delay to
sync sound with picture. “We’ve had it
as much as 12 frames out,” adds Zenz.
“Anyone who’s been on Skype knows it
often drifts so I think we did a pretty
good job.”

Don shows off his handy Skype slate work

Don couldn’t express enough that
their job is easier because of the fantastic crew he works with. “Our directors,
DP Brandon Mastrippolito, and the
camera operators work so efficiently,
it allows us to know what’s going on
and adjust quickly on the fly.” During
down time, Don will reflect and think
about things he can improve on or jot
down what worked for future scenes.
“Keeping an open mind and not becoming rigid is important in this job. If you
approach things that way something
good will fill it,” says Zenz.
You can catch an all new season of
Don’t Trust the B---- in Apartment 23 on
ABC this fall.
S&P
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From School to Set

Travis Prater looks to balance his audio gains.

Travis booming for Professor Kurt Daugherty on the short film, Hazlewood

C

ollege. Probably the
best years of any
young adult’s life. You’re
on your own. Making tough
decisions. Growing as a person. And yes, the parties are
not so bad either. Talking
with Loyola Marymount
University’s Recording Arts
student, Travis Prater, surrounding himself with the
reverbs of set life and finishing his last days of school for
his 2012 graduation, were
the only things amplifying
his mind.
Stemming from high
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school, Travis felt like he
wanted to have a profession in the music recording
world. It wasn’t until a campus visit and tour of LMU
that he changed his mind.
“It was really the school that
introduced me to sound for
film,” says Prater. “When I
figured out how difficult it
was going to be to break into
the music recording industry, the school opened my
eyes to this world I didn’t
even know about.”
Talking with Travis,
one of the best things about

LMU is the gear students get
to learn from. “The program
is very hands on,” mentions
Prater. “We have four or
five RED cameras to work
with and the sound side has
Sound Devices 702s, Schoeps CMIT-5Us and Lectrosonics 400 series kits. It’s pretty
fantastic stuff.” His audio
interest for film heightened
from the very first day of
school. Travis began to immerse himself in the technical attributes of becoming a
better sound recordist while
at the same time utilizing

the teachings from professors, Kurt Daugherty and
Roger Pardee, to work on
student films any weekend
he could. Developing a comradery with the upper-classman, Travis started doing
what every filmmaker loves
– collaborating with other
creatives towards one goal,
telling the story.
Though Travis finds
himself more on the production side of sound, he hasn’t
ruled anything out and still
carries an interest in post
sound. “I like interacting
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Travis working on the student western, Soldiers Horse

with everyone on set. I’ve
worked on several projects
as a grip or camera assistant, so I know how to communicate with them,” says
Prater. “I find it very useful
if you know as much as you
can about the departments
around you. When you know
how to speak their language,
it becomes easier if you need
any help.”
Prater stresses he has
been really lucky to work
with the people he has thus
far. Having the natural ability to figure out the techni-

cal side of sound has allowed
him to focus more on the minutiae of wiring talent, good
microphone placement and
set etiquette. “Whenever I
run into a problem on set or
read something new about
sound, it’s nice I can bring
it back to my professors and
have one-on-one time to figure it out. I couldn’t thank
them enough,” notes Prater. When I asked him if he
felt like there was anything
missing during his time
at LMU, he immediately
said multi-track recording.

“Right now, the school only
teaches two-track recording.
I would love for them to create a workflow with multiple
tracks for future students
since the industry is geared
more towards that environment now,” explains Prater.
“Other than that, everything
else has been awesome.”
Now graduated from
school this past May, Travis
has already bought himself
a Fostex FR-2 Recorder, a
Sound Devices MixPre-D
and a Sennheiser MKH 416
with all the necessary acces-

sories. He’s already trolling
JW Sound, reading as much
as he can and going to CAS
events in Los Angeles. “I live
with a few guys and we eat,
sleep and breathe sound –
it’s been awesome,” laughs
Prater. Since finishing up
school, Travis looks to land
a utility spot where he can
learn even more from the
people around him as he elevates his sound experience.
Well, Travis, let me be the
first to tell you; good luck,
You’re definitely headed in
the right direction.
S&P
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The Hunger Games

From production to post, Mark Weingarten, CAS,
& Lon Bender, MPSE, share their sonic stories.
by Daron James

Directed by Gary Ross, The Hunger Games, a Lionsgate adapted film,
follows the story of Suzanne Collins bestseller about survival. Set in the future,
the movie conjures a whole new meaning to reality television when young boys
and girls between the ages of 12 and 18 fight to the death on national television
in a twisted form of punishment due to a past uprising.
The nation of Panem has been separated into 12 districts as a result from
a previous rebellion against the Capitol,
in which a 13th district was destroyed.
Now for the last 74 years, one girl and
one boy from each of the remaining 12
districts are selected from an annual
lottery to participate in The Hunger
Games, an event in which twenty-four
tributes fight in a controlled arena designed by the Capitol.
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In District 12, where coal mining
is a way of life and the survival for food
is a daily occurrence, Katniss Everdeen
(Jennifer Lawrence) stands up to take
the place of her younger sister who
was pulled during their district’s reaping. The 16 year old Katniss is chosen
alongside Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson) who embark on a journey that
takes viewers on a ride of physical and
emotional grace that’s compelling, sus-

penseful and has layers of irresistible
energy worth cheering for.
Sound played a crucial role in the
telling of this story of social triumph.
Production sound mixer Mark Weingarten, CAS, was post-paired up with
supervising sound editor, Lon Bender,
MPSE, to track the film’s audio personality.
The backdrop of the movie was
shot mainly in Western North Carolina.
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The impoverished area of District 12,
where Katniss and her family live, took
place in an abandoned town in Henry
River, North Carolina. A group of 1920’s
styled homes served as the town’s look.
It was here that Mark, boom operator
David Roberts, and utility Randy Freeman began working together to track
the production mix.
Armed with the Deva 5.8, Mark
usually sends his mono mix through a
Sonosax SXS-8 mixer, but for The Hunger Games, he opted to use Zaxcom’s
Mix-8 control surface. “I didn’t need a
big board for this show so I tried the
Mix-8,” says Weingarten. “It was interesting. I had to run the gain almost to
the max to get a decent amount of level. If I turned up the individual knobs
on the Deva, I would get more gain
for the mix, but not on my ISO tracks.
Those would remain at the zero gain.
It was weird. Hopefully, a software
fix is in the future. Other than that, it
worked great.” The crew also equipped
themselves with Sanken CS-2 shotgun
microphones to capture the emotional
dialogue scenes throughout the movie.
“We predominately used the CS-2 as I
like it better than the CS-3e now,” says
Weingarten. “The CS-3e is good at a distance when you want to work really far
away for wide and tights, but the CS-2
really fattens up when you get close.”
Working left to right on his board,
scenes would arm up to 7 tracks, utilizing channels one and two for his booms
then the rest for ISOs and playback situations. Mark recorded everything to
CF cards and backed up to a secondary
Deva V recorder. Since the show was
location heavy, the crew drove around
in a Gator, where Mark had his PSC
cart strapped to the small bed of the
4-wheeler. “Gary really liked using the
voice of God so we propped that speaker
to the roof everywhere we went,” says
Weingarten. “The little bit of extra gear
made for a cramped situation, but we
made it work out.”
One of the challenges for the crew
was poison ivy, and David Roberts, who
normally booms for production mixer
John Prichett, turned out to be a very
valuable asset to Mark’s crew being
that he was a local to Asheville, North
Carolina. “The one thing producers emphasized was if the leaves have three,
let them be,” says Weingarten. “David was quick to point out any plant
life that could have left us itching for
days.”

Director Gary Ross checks a shot on set

Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) & Gale Hawthorne (Liam Hemsworth) in the woods of District 12

To work around the irritability of
poison ivy, the team worked almost
exclusively with the Lectrosonics HM
transmitter for wireless booming. During rehearsals, Mark would purposely
try to park up on a hill so his wireless
antenna would have better range. “The
range on the HMs were great. We’d
cable for most of the short stuff, but
the HM’s were our work horses,” says
Weingarten. “I remember they were
shooting second unit stuff down the
road a piece, and they asked us if David
could go over there to boom. I was like,
well how far down there? Is it like two
minutes or what? David ended up walking over there. Pretty quickly I couldn’t
see him anymore so we communicated
through my Comtek base station. Even-

tually, he said he was there and gave
it a quick test. It sounded great so we
went ahead and recorded the scene.
It was awesome. I didn’t even have
to move the Gator. The only cable we
would run when we went wireless was
the CAT-5 to video assist.”
“We were in the woods a lot,” recalls Weingarten. “It was essentially
like a rain forest. Just about every day
it would rain. Sometimes all day. Sometimes part of the day. It made the shoot
pretty interesting. Luckily, I had no
equipment failure.” Though the weather and terrain gave the crew a bit of a
stir, there was something else afoot.
Brown bears. “No one was really overly
concerned about them. The longer we
shot there, the more comfortable they
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Effie Trinket (Elizabeth Banks) lets Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence) say a few words during the reaping of District 12

Primrose Everdeen (Willow Shields) is saved when Katniss volunteers for The Hunger Games
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got. Someone would come on over the
walkie and say we’ve got two bears by
craft service. We’d go check them out
and then carry on. It was funny.”
Though it was the first time Mark
worked with David and Randy, it
couldn’t have worked out better says
Mark. “David is an old school guy. He’s
really good at what he does and a great
communicator. I had everyone on open
Comteks so the entire crew could hear
each other – no private lines,” says Weingarten. “Randy was another local guy
who I got his name from Sid Williams.
Sid actually ended up doing our second unit stuff, and Randy couldn’t have
been cooler to work with. I was really
happy with the guys I had with me.”
On set, director Gary Ross told a
story that was very character driven
- to have the audience see the world
through the eyes of Katniss as much as
possible. “His mantra on the film was to
use long lenses and shoot at a distance
with a combination of steadicam work,”
says Weingarten. “Shooting wide and
tight is not the best thing for sound, but
Tom Stern, the cinematographer, was a
real cool guy. He was always on our
side and helped us where he could.”
For reaping day in the town square
of District 12, the production shot at an
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old cotton gin in Shelby, North Carolina, bringing in 400 extras for the shoot,
as well as building the tracks for a train
system that carries the district’s precious coal to the Capitol. For this particular scene, Lon Bender was able to
fly out to North Carolina and capture
some additional crowd sounds he later
used towards The Hunger Games’ final
7.1 mix. “Mark and I got along right
from the beginning,” says Bender. “I
went out there for a few days to record
some of the bigger audience pieces.
Specifically, the reaping and tribute introduction scenes. During the reaping,
I was able to hide between the kids and
sneak around different camera angles
to get a five track recording.”
Lon wasn’t the only one able to record some of the film’s wild lines and
ambiance. During his down time, Mark
grabbed his Deva V and Schoeps M/S
system and paired it with a Zepplin
to record several full nights’ worth of
tracks while he was sleeping. “Mark
introduced me to North Carolina’s
crickets and cicadas,” says Bender. The
crickets were so unique. I’ve never
heard anything like them before, so we
saved them for the arena scenes in the
movie.”
After several weeks of shooting,
Mark unfortunately caught a severe
case of pneumonia during production.
“I felt myself getting sick. I had pneumonia when I was a kid so I knew what
it felt like. I went down to the neighborhood urgent care doctor who prescribed me antibiotics. They lasted for
ten days. Literally on the eleventh day,
my body shut down and I was coughing
habitually,” says Weingarten. “I went
back to the doctors who gave me a cat
scan. The results were not good. I was
told I needed intravenous antibiotics
and should be admitted to the hospital.
I ended up calling production and telling them this is pretty serious. I need
to take care of this, and I don’t think I
can come back to work right now.”
Sid Williams from second unit was
able to step in for the time being while
Mark looked for a fulltime replacement. After a few phone calls and suggestions to the producers, they went
another direction and hired Carl Rudisill, who took over for the remainder of
the show. Mark spoke with Carl at great
length to give him the general impression and workflow of the show along
with the type of microphones he had
been using before flying back to Los

Katniss & Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson) get last minute insturctions from Cinna (Lenny Kravitz)

Supervising sound editor Lon Bender, MPSE, by his workstation at Soundelux

Angeles. When Mark came back home
to see his regular doctor, it turned out
he had a resistant strain of pneumonia.
“It was a scary situation. I couldn’t go
back to work for months. I had multiple
cat scans and did a few more antibiotic
treatments,” says Weingarten. “At one
point, they even thought my swollen
lymph nodes were a form of cancer. But
I’m happy to report, I’m fully healthy
now.”
In post production, Lon and his
team worked vigorously for six months
to produce some of the most unique
sounds for the film’s final mix. “Ninety percent of the production dialogue
tracks came from Mark,” says Bender.
“But this was one of those projects
where we were given enough time to
explore many possibilities.” Lon and

his re-recording team of Michael Keller
and Mike Prestwood were contacted
early on by producers about the project which allowed Lon to read and connect with the trilogy of books almost
immediately. “I loved the books. I read
them on my Kindle and would take copious notes each time there was a reference to sound,” says Bender. “Suzanne
brought numerous sound elements into
her writing which made us want to use
the books as a guide while designing
the sound for this film.”
The Hunger Games was one of the
more interesting projects Lon was able
to work on because film editors Stephen Mirrione and Juliette Welfling
chose to ignore sound during their
process. “They wanted to concentrate
on the actor’s performance of the char-
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acter,” says Bender. “Stephen and Julie
took the standpoint of letting sound
take care of sound so they could fully
bring the imagery of Gary’s vision to
the screen. It made it very fun for us because we were able to build the sound
up from the ground floor.”
Along with sound designers Kris
Fenske and Bill Dean, Lon set out to
identify a few key sounds in The Hunger Games. Those being the mockingjays and tracker jackers. “We needed
to get them right,” says Bender. “The
mockingjays had to sing and repeat this
melody while the tracker jackers needed to be on the creepier side –wasp-like,
but different. We were able to get the
sound for the mockingjays down early
which is a very nice feeling when that
happens. It gives you a strong connection with the creative people at the
top right from the start.” Lon was so
pleased with the sounds they created
for the mockingjays, he even made it
his ringtone. As for the tracker jackers,
a series of different mountain bike tire
treads were utilized for all the buzzing
and stirring. “We recorded a few different tires to get the zips and noises
you hear in the film,” says Bender. “We
also took some other real sounds and
manipulated them so there was movement while at the same time sounding
organic.”
Lon has known director Gary Ross
since high school, but this is the first
time their schedules have coincided
to allow them to work on a project together. “It was really great working
with Gary. We talked about the sonic
elements and how they would interact
with the picture from the very beginning,” say Bender. “When production
finished, I was able to work with Gary
in my office here at Soundelux into the
film’s final mix.”
The technology has allowed for Lon
and the ingenious people over at Soundelux to really offer more with projects.
“We’ve always been at the forefront of
technology,” says Bender. “The software programs and tools that are out
there allow you to provide the director
and creative’s with a clearer vision a lot
sooner, with even more options. I can
have 100 tracks open of foley, sound
effects, dialogue and music for Gary to
choose from on my laptop if I wanted.”
Working on specific scenes with
Gary allowed Lon to be on a level of
understanding with the director. “I
would present things to Gary how we
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Caesar Flickerman (Stanley Tucci) shows off Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence) to the Capitol

thought they should sound, and most
of the time his reaction was, “That’s
fantastic.” While others needed to go
in another direction,” says Bender.
The maglev train sequence in which
Katniss and Peeta ride into the Capitol
and meet Haymitch Abernathy (Woody
Harrelson), their mentor for the games,
was one of those scenes. “At first, we
used a variety of wood sounds to give
the train motion sonically, but after
hearing them, Gary saw it as a different
environment. We went to our sound library we’ve been building over the last
twenty-five years and traded the wood
in for the subtle sounds of really expensive glasses and silverware tinkering
in between the dialogue on the train,”
says Bender.
Though the world Katniss lives in
is a future reality, the arena is an engineered environment controlled by
man. “We wanted the arena’s sound to
be rooted from something real, but we
added a lot of hidden elements within
the games to give it a machinelike
or manmade feel,” says Bender. “The
arena frogs are a shining example of
what we tried to do. I found these ten
wooden frogs from a guy in Wisconsin
that made these interesting sounds.
We recorded and manipulated them so
they were not quite real. We didn’t play
them big, but we wanted to implement
the idea that the arena is a contrived

world.”
Developing sounds for the mutts
was another task the post team loved,
but the one Lon enjoyed the most involved footsteps they were able to foley.
“I love putting sound to picture,” says
Bender. “We were able to do some pretty unique things with the footsteps in
this picture. Instead of the classic foley
inside a confined space, we were able
to record them outside synchronized to
the shots in the film.” The team did this
by using a playback device in the field
and recording various perspectives by
placing the microphone at different
angles. “We did this in several sessions
with multiple takes and I really think
it made the difference,” say Bender.
“When you listen to it, it sounds different than other foley. We even did a lot
of the tree climbing ourselves that you
hear in the film. It was a really fun process for us.”
One of the things Lon is especially
proud about this project was their ability to not have any sound effects step
on a character’s dialogue. “Having the
time and right people in place made
it all possible,” says Bender. “Working with Gary was great, too. He knew
everything about this movie and there
were no surprises when we got to our
first temp dub. It was then our job to
make it sound better, and I think we did
a pretty good job at it.”
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A ‘Cirques’ of RF

Inside the slave cage of Cirque du Soleil

Chris Davies records audio for
Discovery Channel’s Nerve Center
by Chris Davies
I’m in my kitchen, passing the day, when I receive a phone call. It’s from a producer I’ve
worked with previously, Joanne Rider.
Joanne: “Chris, we’re doing a Discovery Channel shoot for the show Nerve Center. This episode,
we’re going to Las Vegas to film the show KA by
Cirque du Soleil. You available and interested?”
Me: “Yes, one hundred percent on both accounts.”
Joanne: “Okay, great. We’re having a production meet-
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ing this week and we’d like you to be there. We have
some concerns about the RF we need you to help address. We’re filming inside the KA Theatre at MGM
Grand. From what we’re hearing, it might be a nightmare for you.”
Me: “Sounds like fun. Count me in.”
That’s usually how the conversation starts when
I work with my friends over at the Discovery Channel. Being a documentary sound recordist is one of
the best jobs out there. You’ll find yourself traveling
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The audience view of KA Theatre

to some of the most interesting places
on the planet with an all access pass to
things few people get to see. Don’t pack
your bags just yet. It may sound amazing, but the reality of documentary
sound recording isn’t always so fruitful. This is mainly due to lack of control
over your sound environment. The fact
there are hardly any rehearsals and getting a second take is nearly impossible,
capturing the audio you need becomes
an absolute rush. When you’re in situations like this, you have to trust your
experience and the sound equipment in
order to record these once-in-a-lifetime
moments.
If you’ve ever shot in Las Vegas,
you know how much of an RF nightmare the city can become. With over
80 hotels, police and ambulance scanners, 4 airports, and a military base,
all in such a concentrated area, the RF
spectrum can leave you with hardly any

Actors perform atop the slave ship
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room to move around in. So if you have
your fist pumping in the air ready for
a good time because you’re headed to
Las Vegas, be cautious, your luck may
just run out.
During the production meeting, I
was provided with KA Theatre’s RF information. Just glancing at the list of
frequencies already being occupied, I
was thrown back. 124 frequencies gone.
And that was just by the KA Theatre.
Another 500 plus were being used by
the MGM Grand and the surrounding
areas. You can only begin to imagine
the laughter, the silence, and the stress
that began to fall over the room. There
was a glimmer of hope. A few minuscule slivers of open frequencies were
there for us to utilize, but it didn’t instill the room with a lot of confidence.
Leaving the meeting, I knew I had some
work cut out for me.

“It’s one thing to
believe you’re
prepared for a gig,
but it’s another thing
to actually test
and see the gear
working in the
field, where the
action is taking
place.”

In my kit, I have two Lectrosonic
411’s on Block 25 and Block 26. I also
have a Zaxcom TRX 900 series camera
hop on Block 21. After speaking with
Clinton Hermann, who is the Lead
Audio Technician at the KA Theatre,
I learned Block 25 was in good standing along with the Zaxcom on Block
21, but the Block 26 items were out of
the question. I needed to find another
solution for our other wireless needs.
I took a long, hard look at the master
frequency list, which spanned a daunting ten pages, and was able to pinpoint
a possibility on Block 20. Thankfully,
my block theory proved to be accurate
when Hermman confirmed it would be
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Sound mixer Chris Davies

good to use. A few days later, we were
given a list of very specific frequencies
to utilize. It was a very short range, but
we had life.
But wait. We ran into one more
hurdle of prep before show time - none
of the Block 20 pre-programmed frequencies on the units I had were native
to the freq list provided by the KA Theatre. Ah, what to do?! We were leaving
at the end of the week! Thankfully, with
the help of a local Lectrosonics dealer
in Toronto, they coordinated with Lectrosonics who was able to re-program
my units within a day. It’s funny how
things seem to work out at the last
minute – when the sound gods are on
your side, it’s always a good feeling.
It’s one thing to believe you’re prepared for a gig, but it’s another thing
to actually test and see the gear working in the field, where the action is
taking place. I’ve always had a lot of
confidence in my gear, and it’s never let
me down, but I had my doubts going
into this show. With a bare minimum
of frequency range, the surrounding
environment of metal and steel at the
KA Theatre was going to fully test the
capability of my Lectrosonics and Zaxcom equipment. I realized this situation could be extremely amazing or it
could all go horribly wrong.
When I arrived at my hotel room,
I immediately set up my kit and performed a frequency scan. It was terrible. I couldn’t see any of the frequencies I was given. I was losing faith and
had a fitful sleep that night.
The next morning, everyone met

outside the KA Theatre, and from there
we were taken through security checks
and back doors until we reached the
Cirque du Soleil playground of stages.
The intricate setups of the theatre were
visually stunning. Both magical and
breathtaking – nearly everything had a
moving part.
We ended up sitting through a major safety meeting and walk-through
with the stage managers to make sure
we knew exactly where to stand and
where not to during the performances.
How to move, how not to be seen, how
to communicate with each other. It was
quite the experience. As soon as we
were done, it was almost game time.
My frequency fate was just a flip of a
switch away. I turned my kit on and
BAM – everything looked great. Solid
bars. Zero dropouts. In fact, it managed
so well, I could be 50 feet away from
camera without any dropouts. The only
thing left to overcome was seeing how
the gear was going to hold up during
the Cirque du Soleil performance… it did,
flawlessly.
Over the next week, we filmed
some of the most amazing and talented
people from Cirque Du Soleil. Whether
it was day or night, not once did I ever
have an issue with my gear. Even with
hundreds of wireless systems around
me, the Lectros and Zaxcom receivers
never had a dropout. That in itself was
quite a spectacle.
You can keep an eye out for repeats of Nerve Center - Cirque Du Soleil
on the Discovery Channel or read more
at www.discoverychannel.ca.
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Wilfred

Cinematographer Brad Lipson teams with
director Randall Einhorn to help lens
man’s best friend.
By Daron James

Now in its second season, the success of Wilfred can be scratched back to
one thing: it’s funny. The show follows Ryan Newman (Elijah Wood) as a
struggling young man trying to make his way in the world. When we first
meet Ryan, he has one foot in the grave, attempting suicide. But all that
changes when he forms a unique friendship with Wilfred (Jason Gann), a
neighbor’s dog who he sees as a dude in a dog suit.

cinematography

When producer David Zuckerman adapted Jason Gann’s Aussie hit for FX,
they completely revamped the show, peppering in charm and sincerity. The dark
comedy has evolved from season one’s pot humor to moments in season two
that allow viewers to seriously root for Ryan’s success.
cial.” At the same time, Brad was working at a theater.
Cinematographer Brad Lipson leads the camera
He did anything he could to get close to film. He soon
department on Wilfred, his first series using DSLR
had the ability to quit when Ken offered him four dolcameras. The Colorado native became infatuated with
lars an hour to be his truck guy for the company he
filmmaking at a young age, making super 8 films back
ran, Lighting Services, Inc.
in middle school. “I’ve always been attracted to visuBrad learned a lot from Ken and the crews he
als and optical illusions growing up. I even performed
worked with when and where he could, eventually
professionally as a magician when I was thirteen,”
DP’ing his own commercials in Colorado. In 1996,
says Lipson. “Films like Star Wars, Alien, and the
Brad moved to Los Angeles and found work on Titanic
James Bond movies had an impact on me when I was
as a gaffer for the visual effects crew. From then on,
young. I remember watching them being absolutely
Brad started to make his mark as a respected gaffer
amazed.” 		
in film and television. While working on The Office,
In high school, Brad fed his eagerness for filmhe met cinematographer Randall Einhorn. The two
making when he enrolled in a film class at a nearmeshed well and became friends. When Brad had the
by satellite school taught by a retired documentary
opportunity to DP his first series, The Factory, the tanproducer. “That course totally ignited me and set my
dem parted ways, keeping in touch when they saw
brain on fire,” says Lipson. “I looked at films in such
each other on various sets.
a different way after. I became utterly aware of storyJumping to 2011, Brad retelling through lighting and camceives a call from Randall about a
era movements. It opened me up
crazy show with a dog he’s been
to the technical side of filmmakworking on as the director. He asks
ing too, which is something I still
“I’ve always been
Brad if he could help him with pigravitate towards.”
attracted to visuals
lot reshoots. Sure enough, it’s WilWhen he finished the twelfth
fred. When the show was picked
grade, Brad sent his resume out
and optical illusions
up, Brad reached out to Randall
to as many production companies
for the cinematography job, who
as he could – one responded. “I
growing up. I even
gave him the reins. “I worked with
remember walking down to their
performed
Randall on a few shows, building
office after they called and wanted
a rapport with him. He saw that I
to meet me, and the owner of the
professionally as
had the drive and the passion, so
company’s wife was at the front
he gave me an opportunity,” says
desk. I didn’t know who she was
a magician when
Lipson.
at the time, and I walked up to her
I was thirteen.”
It was the first time the
and said, my name is Brad Lipson
two worked together as a director
and I want a job,” recalls Lipson.
and cinematographer, but RanAfter an hour of talking with the
dall’s strong visual sense in what he wanted went a
executive producer upstairs, Brad felt pretty good
long way on set. “Wilfred’s look (lens wise) was esleaving the interview. Sure enough, a week later, they
tablished pretty well during the pilot. Randall knew
called. “When I was on the phone with them, a gafhe wanted to shoot largely on prime lenses and stay
fer, Ken Seagren, was in the room and overheard the
open as wide as we could,” explains Lipson.
conversation. He grabbed the phone from them and
The production elements of Wilfred arced just as
told me if I wanted to work in the film industry, to
much as the characters in show from season one to
meet him this afternoon and to wear the worst jeans
season two. During its first season, the team used cusI owned,” says Lipson. “I went over and he opened up
tomized Canon 7Ds along with an additional Canon
the truck and told me to take out these wooden boxes.
5D built by Otto Nemenz. The three cameras were
I asked what they were. He said apple boxes. I ended
dressed with PL mounts, matte boxes, and rigs that
up sanding them down all day, till 10 PM. I didn’t
allowed them to be handheld or shoulder mounted.
even ask for a glass of water. I didn’t care, ‘cause I
They even went so far as to customize the electronics
was in the film industry. The next morning, I showed
on the cameras by removing the HDMI and replacing
up and his immaculate 10 ton grip/electric truck was
it with BNC. This way they could send HD out for
warming up. I asked where we were going and he
a regular video village and Brad could view scenes
said to work. That day, I was on a national commer-
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Director Randall Einhorn (left) & DP Brad Lipson review footage from a laptop on set

on his own monitor. They paired the
cameras with a set of Schneider Optic
prime lenses that allowed Brad to use
the DSLRs as any other camera.
Brad and his team really pushed the
DSLRs and took risks with them from a
lighting standpoint. “I wasn’t going to
treat them like something special and
give into them,” explains Lipson. “The
only exception I took was the camera’s
latitude. Other than that, I was going to
do what I wanted to do.” Randall directed most of the first season and prefers
shooting scenes opposite sides, which
means Brad and his team often light for
two different angles as well as a master
during a three camera setup. “I just felt
bad for our sound mixer, Scott Harber.
At times, there was virtually nowhere
for them to go,” adds Lipson.
Season one relied heavily on location work, with Ryan’s home seeing the
brunt of the work. By using a combination of lighting techniques for Wilfred’s
day interiors, Brad would key from the
outside in an attempt to keep things off
an already cramped set. “When the key

Camera operator Kurt Jones captures Wilfred (Jason Gann) on season one’s Otto Nemenz Canon rig
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Wilfred (Jason Gann) Ryan Newman (Elijah Wood) & Jenna Mueller (Fiona Gubelmann) play Scrabble in Ryan’s living room

Ryan (Elijah Wood) tries to stop Wilfred (Jason Gann) from digging holes in his backyard
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light needed fill or wrap around, I’d use
400w Jokers with a 12” x 4’ Wescott
Strip Softlight,” says Lipson. “The low
profile of the Wescott was great. You
can keep it out of the frame or get it
close to the ceiling; it’s a really malleable light source. I used those a lot.”
A Joker with a Leko attachment
(Joe-Leko) helped establish moods for
this dark comedy in season one as well.
“When I wanted to get the key light and
have it wrap around the face on the off
camera side looking like it was coming
from the window, and there wasn’t room
for a striplight, I would hang a piece of
muslin down about twelve inches. Then
place the Joe-Leko behind the cameras
and bounce the light off the white material,” says Lipson. “We didn’t have a
lot of room for rigging in Ryan’s house,
so it was a great way to create a key
light on the opposite side.”
Brad approaches every scene looking to add texture and drama to the
lighting. “I have a great key grip (Kevin
Ball) and gaffer (Thomas Pugh). Both
are amazing. I always want us to think
about how to light as creatively as we
can,” says Lipson. “I didn’t want us to
go down the typical path, but figure out
how we could light from the off camera
side even though one camera would be
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presumably looking at lights, and these
guys never gave up.”
One of the more intuitive lighting rigs the crew constructed during
season one was for Ryan’s backyard. “It
may have seemed like a set with the
fake grass and all, but it was as real as
it gets,” admits Lipson. The team built
a 20’ x 30’ rig that permanently stayed
in the backyard for the run of the season. “Kevin and his team got real creative about it. They even wrapped vines
around the speedrail down low to camaflouge it from camera,” says Lipson.
“The system put in place was a life
saver and allowed us to run a light grid
or quarter grid across the entire yard
any time we needed, like a horizontal
curtain.”
Throughout the first season, Brad
kept a close eye on the show’s visual
progression. “We blocked the first six
episodes so I didn’t get to see anything edited entirely together till all
six shows were in the can,” says Lipson. “The dailies I got were compressed
SDI so it looked grainy and not a very
good representation of what we really
had shot, which sometimes had me a
little worried. Randall kept telling me
he loved the dailies and to keep doing
what I was doing, but I remember running into the production office where
post was any chance I could to see if
everything looked okay, especially on
night exteriors. Thankfully, it did.”
In season two, the amount of set
work jumped from just Ryan’s basement in season one, to his entire house,
including the aforementioned backyard. “Shooting the second season has
been great. We are in a much more
controlled environment with none of
the airplane noise,” says Lipson. Moving Ryan’s house to studio also allowed
the construction of a fixed lighting
grid. “We move a lot faster now,” says
Lipson. “I’m able to watch the rehearsals as Randall blocks the entire scene.
Then I would go back with the second
team and light the entire setup for all
three cameras. If we were to move from
the kitchen into the living room or vice
versa, it isn’t a big overhaul like it was
before. Now, I was able to light the entire scene from one end of the house to
the other. All the lights were on Thomas’s Triton system, which was the perfect piece of equipment for this show.
All Tom had to do was make minor adjustments using his controller and we
could jump from one area of the set to

Ryan tends to his pregnant sister Kristen (Dorian Brown) while his mom Catherine (Mary Steenburgen) looks on

Ryan meets up with Amanda (Allison Mack) for an afternoon date

Inside the conference room of Ryan’s new job
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Wilfred, Ryan & Bruce (Dwight Yoakam) take refuge in the basement during season two’s Truth episode

another without relighting, which gave
more time to Randall.
The storyline has expanded as
well, introducing Ryan with new employment, working as a lawyer for a
medical research facility. The new locations and sets pose similar challenges
in regards to budget constraints, but
the crew doesn’t let that bother them.
“I try to bring the little things to the
table to help tell the story,” says Lipson. One of those instances was during
the Truth episode of season two. There
was an earthquake that knocked out
all the lights and pinned Ryan under a
bookcase in the basement. It was here
Brad had to balance realistic moonlight
splashing through the windows. “Making the scene feel real and right for
viewers was challenging and good fun
for me,” says Lipson.
Studio work wasn’t the only thing
that adapted. The cameras did as well.
It wasn’t until midway through the second season that Randall had brought
the idea of switching to the Nikon
D800. It happened during a two week
hiatus between shooting the first six
episodes and the last seven. “Our producers were in a bit of shock when
Randall and I approached them about
switching cameras, but they ran with it.
Susan McConnell and Erik Olsen were
great. They were able to figure out the
numbers and if it was cost effective. It
was, and Nikon was able to accommodate us with three brand new cameras,”
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says Lipson. “The difference between
the Canons and Nikon has been the low
light areas. Nikon made a pretty incredible sensor which has us adjusting
to a slightly dimmer lighting level to
the eye.” The team also switched over
to Zeiss CP.2 series glass.
Though the comforts of a studio
and new cameras that pull in more
light can seem to make for an easier
set life, Randall keeps Brad on his toes.
“It’s great having Randall direct all
thirteen episodes this year, because
you get a sense of consistency. But he’s
thrown some challenges at me,” says
Lipson. “Outside the windows of Ryan’s
house is all green screened. There will
be times when the blocking sees all the
windows, so I need to figure out how to
still light it and make it feel and look
real. They’re pretty good brainteasers since there’s no plants to hide the
stands for the lights outside the windows. It’s tricky because you don’t want
to give up on the show’s look. I’ve enjoyed the challenges; it’s what makes
my job fun.”
One of Brad’s favorite scenes to
shoot is Ryan’s basement. “I like the
atmosphere in there. I established four
windows on one side as the sun side and
have beams of light coming through the
windows to allow it to bounce around
and play off things,” says Lipson. “It’s
a bit risky, but by placing a few bounce
cards out of frame for certain shots, we
can pick up the eyes and add a little fill

on the actors. I think we really created
something special with that set.”
Now with 26 episodes under his
belt, season two’s finale has been one
of the more memorable ones. “We did
a lot for that episode,” says Lipson. “Almost the entire show takes place in Ryan’s backyard, all on stage, and it took
place at night. Between working with
production designer Michael Whetstone to request Chinese lanterns to be
hung and the art department doing the
things they did, I think the production
value on it was phenomenal. I think all
the departments did a great job of making the backyard look real and visually
interesting as well as elegant.”
Brad’s technical satisfaction for
the show is at its peak when he has all
three cameras going and all three look
really good. “Usually one camera is going to suffer when shooting this style,
but when we could look at the monitors
and see three nice looking shots, Kevin,
Tom and I were satisfied,” says Lipson.
Another rewarding aspect of the show
was working with a great team. “Aside
from being an amazing director, Randall is a strong leader and a good people person. He has this way of rallying
the entire crew not just behind him, but
with him. It made working every day
with this crew a pleasure, and I’m not
just saying that. Even Elijah helped to
move set dressing between takes. There
wasn’t one bad apple, and I’m very happy to be part of it,” says Lipson.
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MKH 8060 Short Shotgun Microphone

Capturing the Moment.
For feature film, documentary or ENG, the new MKH 8060 delivers
top quality sound to complement your exciting visuals.
Compact, rugged and reliable, the MKH 8060 features a
symmetrical RF condenser design and short interference tube that
suppresses off-axis sound without coloration, producing extremely
natural and detailed results.
Ideal for boom pole and camera mounting due to its compact size,
the MKH 8060 is Sennheiser’s first short shotgun to interface
directly into digital systems via the MZD 8000 digital module.
www.sennheiserusa.com

MKH 8060 Short Shotgun Microphone

Geek Gear
Litepanels Illuminates Inca Series

Available in a 6” or 4” model, the Inca Series Fresnel fixtures mirror the capabilities
of their daylight counterparts in the Sola Series of Fresnels, but will output tungstenbalance light that can be integrated with light from legacy tungsten fixtures. This now
allows studios with existing tungsten fixtures to begin realizing the cost-saving benefits
of LED lighting without changing out their entire lighting installation.
Like the Sola series, the Inca Fresnel fixtures feature a lightweight form factor, 1/3rd
that of traditional Fresnels. They provide the controllability and light-shaping, single
shadow properties inherent in a Fresnel light, focusing from 70 to 10 degrees. Like all
Litepanels fixtures, the Incas can be dimmed from 100% to zero with no noticeable shift
in color temperature. Both focus and dimming can be controlled manually with dials on
the fixture, or via remote DMX.
Price: Inca 6 $2,600, Inca 4 $1,170
Available: Early 2012
More info: www.litepanels.com

RME Announces HDSPe MADI FX PCI Express Card

The HDSPe MADI FX by RME features 390 audio channels. Three MADI I/Os - two optical and one coaxial – are accompanied by one AES/EBU I/O and one analog monitoring
output.
Engineered with a newly developed modular Hammerfall Pro Audio Core, the high-tech
core will process three times as many channels as the channel count of the previous
MADI flagship, while reducing the system load and enabling ultra-low latencies on modern computers.
The core technology is accompanied by a special version of TotalMix FX, which allows
using the enormous channel count efficiently, and a faster DSP. The integrated 192 kHz
RME effects engine allows latency-free monitoring with numerous effects directly on
the hardware of the card, independent from the DAW software in use. The card can be
used as powerful MADI router where each channel can be routed individually - even with
separate level settings for each routing.
Price: $2,399
Available: Now
More info: www.rme-audio.de

Industry Tape Leaves No Residue

Industry Tape has introduced a new, revolutionary adhesive tape line, the IT-10 series.
This tape line is offered in black, white and a variety of 7 colors in ½ inch spike tape.
The IT-10 is easy to tear and uses a proprietary adhesion and substrate which leaves no
residue upon removal. Not only is the IT-10 series puncture, water and moisture resistant, it’s flexible and lightweight and unwinds easily from the roll. It also has the ability
to be removed and reapplied with no loss of adhesion. Best of all, it’s fairly cheap.
Price: $17.95
Available: Now
More info:industrytape.com
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Submit your product

Email daron@soundandpictureonline.com
Please Include product info and images. Photos
should be 300dpi in Tiff or JPEG format.

Azden Introduces FMX-32a Portable Mixer

The FMX-32a Portable Mixer uses the same circuit topology found in the FMX-42 Series
Mixers. With improved signal to noise ratio and wider frequency response the new FMX-32a
is designed to meet the needs of Professional Videographers. The small, all metal, battery
operated (6-AA) mixer can be attached directly to the camera with the supplied
fastener or neck worn with the optional FMX-32c carrying case.
The feature rich FMX-32a has a compliment of 3 XLR microphone inputs each
with 2 level settings, individual input level controls, master level control, and
switchable phantom power and limiters for each input. All inputs can be assigned
Left-Center-Right through the units Stereo XLR and mini outputs, a 5-step LED
array for signal monitoring, 12V input for external power and a 1/4” monitor
headphone jack with level control complete the package.
Price: $640
Available: Now
More info: www.azden.com

RODE Amplifes Stereo VideoMic Pro

The Stereo VideoMic Pro provides a high quality stereo option for videographers for
many applications. Based around a matched pair of high sensitivity ½”cardioid condenser capsules in a coincident XY pair, the Stereo VideoMic Pro provides a wide stereo
image with natural depth.
With an ergonomic form factor perfectly suited to DSLR, consumer camcorders and
large-sensor video camera, the integrated shock mounting system provides superior
isolation from vibration and mechanical noise that can otherwise degrade the recording
quality. The user friendly designed rear of the microphone body features the power and
equalization controls, including a high pass filter at 75Hz and a -10dB PAD that allows
the user to reduce the sensitivity of the microphone.
Price: $299
Available: Now
More info: www.rodemic.com

Sony Creative Software’s Unveils Vegas Pro 11

Vegas Pro 11 from Sony Creative Software is a full-featured editing system that includes Blu-ray and DVD authoring and advanced 3D titling.
Vegas Pro 11 functions on both 32- and 64-bit operating systems and
employs GPU-accelerated performance to speed rendering and effects
applications. It also provides full stereoscopic 3D editing and accepts
virtually all existing video formats. It works exclusively with Microsoft
Windows 7 or Vista operating systems.
Designed to work with every video format available, including stereoscopic 3D formats. For 3D monitoring, editors can use an SDI or HDMI
output and select channel-specific top/bottom, side-by-side, blended or
anaglyph displays. Vegas Pro 11 supports 2K and 4K file resolutions and
natively supported codecs XDCAM, XDCAM EX, NXCAM, HDCAM SR, AVCCAM, RED R3D, AVCHD and AVC-based MOV files from DSLR cameras.
Price: $599
Available: Now
More info: www.sonycreativesoftware.com
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Spartacus

of Damned
War the
From green screens to B.C. battles,
executive visual effects supervisor
Charlie McClellan helps bring
more than just blood to
Spartacus’s blade.
by Daron James
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Liam McIntyre as Spartacus

visual effects

If you ever tuned in to watch Starz’s original series Spartacus, you’ve
already experienced the many eye-gasms the show can disgorge across the
screen. If you haven’t, your first cold, stay in and rent, buy or borrow seasons
past. Whatever the case, catch up to what you’ve been missing as the series
final chapter, Spartacus: War of the Damned is set to hit January, 2013, with a 10
episode finale.
The franchise started out in 2010
with Spartacus: Blood and Sand followed by a prequel, Spartacus: God of
the Arena when lead actor Andy Whitfield’s battle with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma reemerged. Producers were uncertain what to do and fans online cried
out that Andy shouldn’t be replaced. As
hard as it was, producers moved forward and actor, Liam McIntyre, filled
the boots of Spartacus in the Vengeance
chapter.
The trailer for War of the Damned
premiered at 2012’s Comic Con, and the
visual effects team has clearly outdone
themselves yet again. Heading the effects side of Spartacus is Aucklandbased freelancer, Charlie McClellan,
executive visual effects supervisor.
A graduate of the University of
North Carolina’s Radio, TV and Motion Picture program, McClellan has

a wealth of experience. Before transplanting to New Zealand, he worked
as a post production executive at Miramax Films in New York, working with
filmmakers of Clerks, Heavenly Creatures, The Snapper and others. It wasn’t
until 1994, when he met Peter Jackson.
The two worked well with one another
and Jackson asked Charlie to fly out to
work on his projects at Weta as a visual
effects producer. After working with
Jackson on Frighteners, Charlie started
on his next feat, The Lord of the Rings
trilogy. Now cementing himself in New
Zealand as one of the top visual effects
producer/supervisors, Charlie has found
a new home with Spartacus.
Charlie relies upon a team of hardworking people. At the top, is creator
Steven DeKnight and executive producers Sam Raimi, Josh Donen and Rob
Tapert. Production designer Iain Aitken

and visual effects art director Peter
Baustaedter, are also in the mix developing the show’s visual elements.
For most episodes, the effects team
is provided with a sky packet by the art
department that acts like a mood pack
or color theme to which they can build
upon. “We will start to create the sky
and environments behind the actors
based on these color palettes. Once they
start shooting the scenes, we will take
those high resolution files and begin to
dial in the color more precisely,” says
McClellan. “Rob plays a very important
role in the show’s look. He has very
specific ideas for scenes. While other
times, he’s very open to ideas.” The
team will then go back and forth with
producers supplying updated looks
based on notes or story elements that
might have changed. “It’s a luxury to
work on a show where it’s mostly blue
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or green screen,” mentions McClellan.
“You have total control every step of the
way. You get to define the background,
the mood, the feel of scenes – it’s a very
rewarding environment.”
When it comes to Spartacus and the
rebels, the goal for the effects team is to
keep a gritty feel to it, saving the more
colorful aspects of the show’s backdrop for Rome. For War of the Damned,
they pulled out all the stops. The story
follows the defeat of the Roman commander Gaius Claudius Glaber. Spartacus and his men have amassed major
victories against the Romans after the
Battle of Vesuvius – but the fight continues to grow. In this season, we’ll
see battles evolve from a few hundred
people to more than 30,000. Producers
also went to great lengths to push what
the camera sees by building complete
sets that include a full city for the first
time.

Crixus (Manu Bennet) battles off the Roman guards in Vengeance

“I remember reading the
episode and it saying
a few hundred people
die. I thought to myself,
no way. I’ve been working on this set for
four years now. I’m
going to kill three or four
thousand people.”
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Inside Rome’s Coliseum with Barca (Antonio Te Maioha) - Gods of the Arena

ing tools like Flame, Inferno, Nuke and
Photoshop for concepts. Their tight
television schedule on the other hand
keeps them always moving. “They’re
constantly throwing stuff at us,” says
McClellan. “We’re always looking to
change things up and give viewers
something they’ve never seen before,
and most of the time, we’ll deliver
something special. But then, producers
will say if they can pull that off, how
about this. It really keeps your mind
going.”
Though the team takes their lead
from the editorial department, who
provides how they want things to look,
it’s up to the effects guys to make it
look right. “I am a little bit of a steward to storytelling,” admits McClellan.

“I’ll fight for things if they make more
sense. Anything to help improve the
story or the geography of a scenario,
we’ll try our best to suggest a change.
If it’s better to swap out a wide shot for
a close up during a line of dialogue for
instance. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t.”
Looking back Charlie is amazed
how far the show has come. “When we
first started out, visually, we had this
concept for the show to be stylized like
a graphic novel. But when you start exploring and stripping away things that
may not be working or try new things
that add to the visual recipe, you can
serve up the greater expectation of realism to the story. That’s when your
storytelling becomes great.”
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While Charlie admits some of his
favorite scenes created were the sequences in the arena, he was even more
ecstatic about burning it to the ground
in the Libertus episode from Vengeance.
“When I got the script, I started brainstorming right away. It took us 8 months
of development to finalize the execution of the effects shots,” says McClellan. “I remember reading the episode
and it saying a few hundred people die.
I thought to myself, no way. I’ve been
working on this set for four years now.
I’m going to kill three or four thousand
people.” When it came time, the team
was given 8 weeks to finalize 870 different shots for the episode.
The technology aspect of the field
has leveled out a bit and the team uses
pretty standard off the shelf composit-

You Asked—We Delivered
Introducing Media Composer 5.5

“Based on recent Avid developments, I would suggest
Media Composer to micro-budget productions, as well as
multi-million dollar budgets—and everything in between.”
–Shea Kammer, executive producer (Red State)

“Amazing—PhraseFind is truly going to change the way we edit!
It’s going to make me so much money.”
–David Baertsch, creative director and senior editor, db Editorial

“[Media Composer] is the Moviola of our era. It’s what everybody is using.
It’s so robust, so industrial strength.”
–Jay Cassidy, A.C.E., editor (Never Say Never, Waiting for “Superman”, Into the Wild)

Through the years, it’s people like you—the editors, producers, and directors of the world—who’ve helped
shape Media Composer® into what it is today: a trusted tool that accelerates your creativity by removing
barriers and bottlenecks. And thanks to you, it’s now more open and interactive than ever.

Download the free trial: www.avid.com/mctrial
© 2011 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Promotions and discounts are subject to availability and change without notice. Product features, specifications, system requirements
and availability are subject to change without notice. Avid, the Avid logo, and Media Composer are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the
United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Meet Team Denecke - Stephen Perricone, Justin Manning, Ian Smither, Kim Parra & Charlie Parra

Denecke, Inc

A look inside the walls of time’s
favorite slate.

T

Time. Everyone knows what it is. It
marches forward in definite regularity.
Some wish they had more. While others count the seconds away. It triggered
the start of the first moon landing and
politely tells us when our freshly baked
chocolate chip cookies are done.
Einstein said, “The only reason for
time is so that everything doesn’t happen at once.” But the intuitive people
over at Denecke may tell Albert that’s
exactly what they are looking to do.
Founded in 1975, Mike Denecke
was working as a sound man on set
at the time. After speaking with Manfred Klemme, an innovator in the motion picture industry in his own right,
Mike took Manfred’s suggestion that
he should build some kind of time code
slate. The TS-1 Time Code Slate was
born shortly after. An automated clap
stick activated display that could be
held with one hand and be seen by the
camera lens no matter the lighting condition. It quickly became the standard
in music videos as it eliminated the
need to re-transfer takes to film mag,
to sync music to picture, and the need
to re-record the playback tape with con-
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ventional sticks as a marker.
Once the television and commercial industry saw its advantages
to view dailies, Denecke’s Time Code
slates became part of every production. Even after thirty-seven years, Denecke’s precise ability to match sound
with picture, still continues to evolve
at the forefront of this now highly technical field. Now in its new home off
Avenue Tibbitts in Valencia, California,
S&P knocked on Denecke’s door to see
how the company keeps everything in
sync.
When I first walked through the
door, I was expecting to sign an NDA
and be escorted by security for a pat
down before meeting the brain child
and team that makes Denecke’s product line possible. But that wasn’t the
case. Tucked away in the industrial district off the 5 freeway sits a company
that defines the heart of what America
was built on – a small business that
breathes ingenuity. Evolving with the
film industry, Denecke doesn’t only
make time code slates. They manufacture an entire line of readers, time code
generators, Cine Sync equipment and

audio accessories.
After the passing of Mike Denecke
in March 2000, Charlie Parra took over
the business with Mike’s wife Celia until 2005. Celia eventually moved on and
sold her interest in the company fully
to Charlie. He then moved the business
to Valencia in 2006, and his wife, Kimberly, joined him shortly after. Through
it all he set out to do one thing – continue the legacy Mike built. Charlie is a
calm guy who smiles not only because
he’s beyond polite, but you can tell just
by watching him at his work bench, he
loves what he does. “This job is fun.
Part of me has always been a techie,”
says Parra. “Nothing is more satisfying then starting something, finishing
it and then the public picking it up and
saying this is really cool. It’s such a
natural high for me.”
Mike took Charlie under his wing
and taught him everything he knew
about time code. Keeping the Denecke
name going is such an intricate driving
force behind what they do inside these
walls. “Mike saw the interest I had
early on and sent me to a trade school
to take courses in electronics and pro-
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gramming,” recalls Parra. “I remember
working with Mike and he would take
care of the hardware side of things
and I would do the software side. We
worked very well together. When he
passed away, it was absolutely scary at
first. I had to start doing both.”
The first three or four years after
were tough for Charlie. The one thing
he regrets during that time was the
handling of the SB-T Video Sync Generator. “We had the SB-T about ready
to go until Mike left us, we ended up
holding back on its release during that
time. When we did eventually release
it, we ended up being a little late to the
game. Thankfully, everyone supported
it and it was great,” mentions Parra.
Though Charlie can be looked at as
the minute and hour hands to a clock at
Denecke, Kimberly is truly the second
hand, moving constantly to keep everything from order fulfillment in check
to answering calls from customers.
Whether it is a potential issue someone
is having with one of their products or
a sound mixer calling up suggesting
an idea, they note everything and look
to improve their products with future
models.
The introduction of the GR-2 World
Master Clock that happened this year
is a prime example. “We rely a lot on
customer feedback,” states Parra. “We
get calls almost daily from people who
mention it would be cool if Denecke did
that or did this. We’re always listening
and if more people come to us with the
same premise, we start considering the
idea.” One of the reasons they upgraded the GR-1 to the GR-2 was not only
because parts they use to manufacture
the product were becoming obsolete,
but they were getting a lot of feedback
from Sound Devices 552 users that they
wanted something small and portable
they could plug in and do bag work
with. The GR-2 operates with an easyto-use joystick control module and GUI.
The low power consumption provides
fantastic battery life and it can read or
generate a variety of rates (23.976, 24,
25, 29.97, 30 drop and non-drop) which
are easily seen on the back-lit LCD.
Before hitting the market with a
new product, Charlie puts his working
ideas into the hands of a few mixers for
feedback. “There is stuff I simply can’t
think of because I’m not in the field.
Our product testing is an intricate part
to our success,” admits Parra.
From the hardware schematics to

Stephen (left) & Justin work together to assemble some of the more intricate parts inside Denecke’s products

Ian works on circuit boards for the Denecke’s TS-C slate

engineering the software, Charlie puts
a lot on his plate. Luckily, he does have
help. Justin Manning, Stephen Perricone, and Ian Smither are also part
of the Denecke family. The trio help
build the Denecke products by hand
and work pretty contentedly alongside
Charlie. Justin has been with the company the longest and he and Stephen
are both heavily into music, playing in
bands. “I used to work at a guitar company building guitars, but the work
kind of fizzled out. Since many of the
precision jobs out there are done by
machines because of efficiency, I feel
pretty lucky to have landed at a place
that still allows you to work with your
hands,” says Manning.
Denecke has already responded
to the digital age of filmmaking by introducing a TimeCode ToolBox Apple

device app designed to read and generate LTC time code. “It’s a start,” explains Parra. “The internal accuracy of
the devices are not as good as ours and
drifts about a half frame every hour,
so we suggest using it to “jump start”
a device like one of our sync boxes or
slates.”
The entire morning I spent with
Denecke, I was surrounded by a form
of politeness you rarely see anymore.
They redefined the idea of Main Street
for me, and I couldn’t have been happier meeting them. So the next time
you clap a slate or adjust a frame rate,
remember the people over at Denecke
will always have time for you.
You can find out more information
about Denecke products or download
their free software application by visiting denecke.com.
S&P
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Charlie and Robert Redford - Ordinary People

Wilborn’s War Stories, continued...
Looking back on Junior Bonner, remembering Michael Kohut
and a Sam Peckinpah surprise.
by Charlie Wilborn

M

any years ago, I had a decision to make regarding two
films I was being offered. After some debating, I chose Junior Bonner, a movie starring Steve McQueen
with Sam Peckinpah directing. It was a
contemporary story of an aging rodeo
cowboy who returns to his hometown
of Prescott, Arizona for his first rodeo
in a year.
I was told by many people at the
time that it was a foolish choice because Peckinpah was a crazy taskmaster who had fired 30 people on his last
film, including the sound crew. I was
told he would eat me alive and I would
be out the door right after he heard my
first dailies. I didn’t listen, of course,
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being young and full of myself, I was
willing to risk the gauntlet and work
for Peckinpah because I had been mesmerized by his movie The Wild Bunch
and thought it was one of the best westerns ever made. I certainly wasn’t alone
in that assumption.
The picture started off with the
toughest scene I had ever attempted to
mix. It was a 4th of July parade down the
main street of Prescott during rodeo
week. A ten minute scene with dialogue
of five different locations during a three
block run with thousands of spectators,
floats, marching bands, and horses. You
name it and it was there. The production meeting for this one scene took
a full day. A huge map was pinned to

a board in front of the room with X’s
marking where the cameras would be
placed and where the dialogue would
happen.
Eight cameras were set up along
the route, some on rooftops, others in
alleyways and one on a float disguised
as a TV news camera. At the end of the
meeting, Sam called out in a challenging voice, ‘Mr. Wilborn,’ “Yes, Mr. Peckinpah,” I answered. “I assume you’re anticipating problems,” he asked. “I think
it’s always wise to anticipate problems,
sir.” “So anticipating these problems,
just how in the hell do you propose to
record the dialogue?” “Well, Mr. Peckinpah,” I answered quietly, “It never
hurts to pray.” The room erupted with
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laughter and even Sam had to smile at
my ambiguous answer.
I had five radio mics at the time
and immediately ordered four more
along with another Nagra that the cable person would use to record the different sounds of the parade including,
of course, the marching bands. Two of
the radios would be placed on Steve and
Robert Preston, who portrayed Steve’s
father in the film. The other seven
would go on the actors who played his
family and friends who Steve and Robert talked to as they rode their horses
down the parade route. If this sounds
confusing, it was.
Mike Kohut was my boomman and
we decided to place our sound equipment on the float that also carried the
Panavision disguised as a TV camera. I
had asked Sam if he wanted to ride on
the float with us where I could give him
earphones but he declined and instead
watched the parade on a rooftop with a
camera that had a zoom lens.
So myself with nine radio mics,
mixing panel, cable and two Nagras
had to hide under a sheet that was
decorated with Indian symbols, while
Kohut dressed up like an Indian Brave,

held a spear with a camouflaged microphone hooked up to the backup Nagra
for ambiance and effects. The problem
being I had to hide under the sheet and
couldn’t see what was going on with
only a three position mixer that I had
to mix down to one track. I had numbered the radio mics along with the actors’ names on a sheet of paper. It was
Mike’s job to call out the actors who
were about to talk to Steve and Robert
as they rode by on their horses. I would
pick out their numbers, shut down
the pots I had just used, then unplug
cables and replug the actors who were
about to speak. This routine went on for
the next nine minutes until Steve and
Preston exited the parade and headed
for the railroad station where they dismounted and walked over to a bench
and sat down… Cut.
I came out from under the sheet
and Kohut, my Indian Brave, looked
down and asked “Well how’d it go?” A
few glitches, but nothing over the dialogue. “We lucked out.”
Later when we were setting up to
cover McQueen and Preston for their
scene on the bench, Sam came by and
asked “Were you successful?” “My

prayers were answered,” I replied. Sam
nodded and without answering walked
away. Days later when the editors were
finally able to put some of the pieces
together for dailies, Sam actually called
out “Wilborn job well done!”
( I recently heard heartbreaking news
from Francine Kohut that her husband
Michael had passed away from his long
bout with cancer. Although Michael and
I had adversarial positions on different issues and butted heads on many occasions,
we did agree that on my wedding day he
would be my best man and he continued
being my best man for the remainder of
his years. I loved Michael and his sudden
passing leaves a void in my life that can
never be replaced.)
For a guy who was only going to
last for a few days, I went on to do more
pictures with Sam and when Judith and
I got married in San Francisco while
working on one of Sam’s pictures, he
threw a reception for us at his home in
Sausalito.
Sam was the wildest and most colorful director I had ever worked with
and I have a million crazy stories about
this talented man. One that stands out
above the rest is about a 50th surprise
Director Sam Peckinpah
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party given for Sam at the house of Jerry Fielding, Sam’s dear friend as well as
his music composer.
There were about 75 people invited to the party including many of the
actors, producers and studio heads who
had worked and fought with Sam over
the years. Some of the most notable being Ringo Starr, Bob Dylan, Kristopherson, McQueen, etc., etc., etc. Anyway,
Jerry’s house was a beautiful Spanish
home in the Hollywood Hills and as
we drove up to it, attendants took our
cars and hid them down the street and
away from the house. Soon we were all
gathered in the darkened living room
looking out the huge picture windows
as Sam, with his driver Cassey, pulled
up into the driveway. Sam got out of
the car, stretched for a moment, then
slowly walked up the stairs to the long
covered porch that fronted the house.
He is now standing in full view of everyone in the living room as he unzips
his fly and took a long and satisfying
wiz off the porch and onto the lawn.
He then zippered up, walked over to
the front door and knocked. The door
was immediately flung open, the lights

blazed on and 75 of Hollywood’s elite
shouted out “Surprise!” Sam handled
the situation with complete aplomb,
just another normal day in the life of
Sam Peckinpah.
Some time later on Pat Garret and
Billy the Kid, Sam and I were having
drinks, it was always plural with Sam,
at his Villa in Darango Mexico and I
brought up the incident on the porch at
Jerry Fielding’s home. “Sam,” I said, “I
always suspected you knew about the
surprise party and relieved yourself in
front of all those people on purpose, a
sort of kiss my ass to all the producers and studio heads you fought with
over the years.” He didn’t say yes and
he didn’t say no, he just smiled. I think I
had my answer. Sam simply didn’t want
any interference from the studios when
he was filming his pictures. When a
producer or a studio executive would
show up on the set, Sam would immediately go to his trailer and not come
out till the uninvited guest left. That
stopped them from coming because all
their visits produced was a loss of production time and money.
Years later when Sam passed away,

I was stricken with grief. Sam was like
a father to me and those crazy and exciting times I spent in his company
could never be duplicated. It was a season like no other.
On a lighter note:
Bo Baker, Tod Russel and I worked
on the film Lolita directed by Adrian
Lyon. The movie started out with a 35
million dollar budget and ended up
costing 90 million plus and an overrun
of almost four months. The production
always seemed to run into problems
that cost us valuable time.
On one particular location, we
filmed a scene on a tennis court and
as the day drew to a close, we lost the
sun but still owed ourselves a couple of
shots to wrap up the scene. The main
location for the shoot was a house that
sat on a hill that looked down at the
tennis court. Two times after lunch
with the sun out, we broke from the
house and traveled down the hill to
complete the shooting at the tennis
court. It was a big move and a cost of
about two hours of production time but
both times when we were set up and
ready to shoot, the sun went out and

Bo Baker, (backseat) Charlie & Tod Russel
on the set of Lolita
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we had to wrap out and move back to
the house on the hill. A few days later
we had the sun again and raced down
the hill to the tennis court but just as
before as we got ready to roll, the sun
suddenly disappeared again. A hush of
disappointment and frustration settled
over the cast and crew but then out of
nowhere a loud and clear voice is heard
singing a rousing rendition of “There’s
no business like show business, like no
business I know, everything about it
is appealing.” Over the laughter of the
crew, we suddenly hear the irate producer scream out “Who in the hell is
singing that song? I’ll kill the son of a
bitch!” Well it was Bo Baker exhibiting
his vocal talents and our producer certainly had other things to be concerned
about than our singing boomman. A
lighter moment was needed and as Bo
often did, he produced it.
A note to our camera brothers:
A while back I was having lunch
with my son-in-law, Ted Mayer, on the
set of American Horror Stories, where
Ted was working as the best boy. As we
ate our lunch, the conversation came
around to cinematographers and the
different techniques they use when
lighting a scene. Through the years,
they’ve gone from hard light to soft
light to bounce light and whatever but
the one technique that didn’t change
was the use of the obie light, the small
unit that some cameramen used lighting a closeup.
Ted thought the lamp was called
by the initials O.B. but I heard the true
creation of the name when working
with the legendary Lucian Ballard on
the original Getaway. Lucian told me
that on one of his films he was having
a problem with his leading lady’s closeups and he couldn’t seem to find a way
to light her and make her friendlier to
the lens. Finally after much thought
and experimentation he came up with
the idea of using one small unit he
could attach directly to the camera.
After some tinkering and adjusting, it
did the exact job he was looking for and
voila, the obie light was born, named
by Lucian after his leading lady Merle
Oberon who later, by the way, became
his wife.
Merle Oberon starred in over 50
films during her illustrious career and
one of her more acclaimed movies was
Wuthering Heights, a film she acted in
with her brilliant co-star Laurence Olivier.
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